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Story pleads not guilty to charge
By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer

Rockies bomb
St. Louis 10-2
at Coors Field
Page 6
NATIONAL

Pregnant woman
rescued from python
SAN DIEGO (AP) — Paramedics beheaded a family's
9-foot pet python after it
wrapped itself around a pregnant woman's stomach and
also entangled her husband.
Mary Anne Carter, who is
eight months pregnant, woke
up about 10 a.m. Wednesday
to find the Burmese python
coiled around her stomach and
biting her buttocks, police said.
Her husband tried to free her
using a small knife, but he too
became ensnared. "It totally
locked up the right side of my
body," Carter said.
Then a neighbor tried unsuccessfully to help.
"We used a crow bar to try
to get its mouth off her. We had
a good 15 minute struggle,"
Carter said.
Finally, paramedics used a
hacksaw to remove the animal's head and release its grip.
Mrs. Carter never wanted a
snake but finally agreed about
three weeks ago, he said. The
unemployed construction worker paid about $150 for the
3-year-old reptile.

Ham sells for
$4,000 per pound
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Country ham sold for $4,000 a
pound today at the Kentucky
State Fair, but only one was
available to the public.
The 16.2-pound grand
champion ham, from Scott
Hams of Greenville, was purchased by Maggie Hitron, a
granddaughter of Louisville
hotelman Al Schneider.
The winning bid was
$64,500, with the money going
to charity.
Last year's ham earned a
record $70,490 for charity as
Philip Morris USA bought the
blue ribbon winner.
The couple sells hams ranging from 12 to 25 pounds with
"good hams" going for $33 to
$40, according to June Scott.
WEATHER
Tonight...Partly cloudy and
muggy. Low around 70.
Friday...Hot and humid with
scattered thunderstorms. High
around 90. Rain chance 50
percent.
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Martin W. Story pleaded not guilty to first-degree murder
charges at an arraignment held Wednesday morning at the Calloway County Courthouse.
Story, 38, of Dexter is accused of murdering Mark Anthony Hargrove, 37, of Murray during a confrontation outside B-3 Coach
Estates Mobile Home Court Monday evening.
Under tight security provided by the city police and sheriff's
department, a courtroom of about 20 people heard District Court
Judge Leslie Ann Furches read the charges against Story.
Story was originally charged ,with first-degree assualt following
the shooting. That charge was then upgraded to first-degree murder
late Tuesday afternoon.
During the arraignment process, County Attorney David Harrington told Furches that the commonwealth attorney's office had
requested to drop the first-degree assault charge in favor of the
murder charge.
Furches announced that a preliminary hearing is set for 10:30
a.m. Aug. 30. The state will try to prove it has enough evidence
against Story to send to the grand jury.
While no attorney was present with Story at the arraignment, the
defendant told Furchcs he plans to hire one.
Harrington said the grand jury could possibly hear the case as
early as the first week of September.
According to Harrington, the county attorney's case against
Story is being strengthened by Murray Police Department
investigations.
"They seem to be doing a pretty good job," Harrington said. "I
spoke with detectives earlier and they are beginning to uncover
new evidence."
While court proceedings in the case are just beginning, MPD
officials are continuing their investigation of the shooting.
Dean Alexander, the lead detective in the investigation, said
some key questions in the incident remain unanswered.
Hoping to find some answers, Alexander conducted some additional interviews with residents from the area late Tuesday
afternoon.

BERNARD KANE/Led9er & Times photo
City and county police officers load Martin W. Story to his arraignment Wednesday morning at the
Calloway County Courthouse.
According to Alexander, the main question surrounding the case is whether or not Hargrove was
armed when he approached the Story residence.
"I have obtained several more affidavits," Alcxan-
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Clark blasts
FDA control
of tobacco

By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer
The long-awaited end to the
Chestnut Street expansion project is finally in sight, according to City Administrator Don
Elias.
In a Ledger interview Wednesday morning, Elias said
work on the project has
increased over the past two
weeks.
"There has been more activity out there the last two weeks
than there has been all summer," he said.
Elias said a meeting between
city officials, the H & G Construction Co. of Paducah and
Department of Transportation
Engineer Jim Gray last Thursday provided optimism in the
project's completion.
"We had a positive meeting
with the construction workers
and the transportation engineer," Elias said. "The completion date of the project will be
Thanksgiving."
The expansion project consists of the widening of the road
to include a third lane of traffic,
an improved storm drainage
system, new curbs and sidewalks on both sides of the street.

der said. "But there is still quite a bit of conflict (in
the affidavits) over whether or not he was carrying a
gun."

By GINA HANCOCK
Managing Editor

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
Construction work on the Chestnut Street expansion project has
shown progress In the past two weeks. Workers are currently In the
process of laying new curbs along the widened street.

Lawmakers question change to Medicaid
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — State legislators say
many questions remain about a massive plan to introduce managed care to Kentucky's $2 billion Medicaid program, starting in central Kentucky in
January.
The Health Care Partnership Program, which
gained approval from the federal government last
year, calls for health-care providers to join with the
state to operate the health program for the poor, disabled and elderly.
State health officials explained the program to
members of the General Assembly's interim Joint
Committee on Health and Welfare on Wednesday.
The state has been divided into eight regions for
the plan. The central Kentucky area, which covers 20
counties and includes Lexington and Frankfort, is
scheduled to be the first to implement the plan. The
other regions will come aboard during the next four

years, but there is no precise timetable.
Instead of simply paying providers every time they
provide a service, they'll receive a payment in
advance and try to manage patients' care.
Health Services Secretary John Morse said savings
should come from reducing the substantial overuse of
health services in the current system.
But several legislators said they're concerned the
reduction in Medicaid spending will mean less
money for local hospitals and other providers.
Sen. Tom Buford, R-Nicholasville, raised the possibility that the legislature will halt the partnership
project if it leads to the closings of hospitals. "I
don't think public opinion would accept it," Buford
said.

•See Page 2

"This has nothing to
Will Ed Clark was in the office
early Thursday morning.
do with preventing youth
As the manager of Western
from
smoking, it has to
Kentucky Dark Fired .Tobacco
do with votes."
Growers Association, he was
busy fielding telephone calls with
Will Ed Clark
the announcement Wednesday
Manager of Western Ky. Dark
afternoon that President Clinton
Fired
is poised to approve the toughest
crackdown on tobacco in history.
"It's a shame the President has
put politics ahead of reason. This
plan of the President's would
has nothing to do with preventing
help,
we would support him. Bill
youth from smoking, it has to do
based
on all the information comwith votes," Clark said.
ing
out
of the FDA, we are conClinton has said he wants to
vinced regulators are out to elicurb teen smoking by officially
minate tobacco.
classifying nicotine as an addictive drug. His plan calls for the
"Once they have their feet in
Food and Drug Administration to
door, they will do unlimited
the
regulate the advertising and
harm,"
he said.
availability of cigarettes and
pointed to the tobacco
Clark
smokeless tobacco.
companies' efforts several
"There are regulations on the
months ago to come to an agreebooks in every state that prohibit
ment with Clinton on advertising
the sale of tobacco to youth. FDA
products as proof the
tobacco
regulations will not reduce the
concerned about youth
industry
is
number of youth gaining access
access.
to tobacco if communities are not
already enforcing the current
"That proposal met all the
laws or don't have the manpower President's concerns except the
involvement of the FDA and he
to enforce those laws," Clark
was unwilling to compromise on
said.
Clark said that growers are
that point," Clark said.
supportive of prohibiting teen-age
Clark also used the "We Card"
access to tobacco.
"If we were convinced this • See PIM!, 2

Clinton signs
welfare overhaul
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Clinton put his signature today
on a historic overhaul of America's welfare system. He promised the
legislation will "recreate the nation's social bargain with the poor"
by compelling welfare recipients to go to work.
In his third White House ceremony this week, Clinton signed into
law a new state-run network of aid, ending six decades of guaranteed
federal cash assistance to the poor.
"From now on, our nation's answer to this great social challenge

• See Page 2
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•Tobacco...
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program as another example of
the industry's proactive approach.
'We're the only one that has a
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program out there that is actually
making a difference. That program has already handled 260,000
requests from convenience stores
to help them educate their
employees on selling the product," he said.
According to an Associated
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FROM PAGE 1
Elias said construction workers should be in the process of
laying down the new curbs.
According to Elias, officials
hoped to complete the project
by the end of August. But he
said the project had been
delayed because of bad weather
and striking workers.
"I think that the work this
week will make people feel a
lot better about the situation,"
Elias said.

$7200

I 1 year

MISS YOUR PAPER?

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Paul Patton today declined
to single out President Clinton in
criticizing an expected plan to
federally regulate tobacco.
Patton said Republicans were
equally responsible. He also said
any regulatory scheme by the
Food and Drug Administration
likely would be tied up for years
in court.
"This is bipartisan bashing of
the tobacco farmer, and it's
wrong of both parties to do it,"
Patton told a crowd at the Kentucky Farm Bureau's annual ham
breakfast at the Kentucky State
Fair.
"The real solution to the problem is legislation. After the election is over, I hope we can get
the politics out of it and solve the
problem by promoting a legisla-
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Story has claimed in MPD
inverviews that he shot Hargrove
in self-defense.
Alexander said additional
charges may be handed out in the
case depending on the outcome
of the investigation.
Story remains lodged in the
Marshall County Detention Center on a $250,000 bond.

proposed regulations a year ago
to severely curb tobacco advertising, ban vending machine sales
and require tobacco companies to
pay $150 million a year educating teen-agers to avoid their
products.
The FDA last year declared
nicotine an addictive drug and
proposed regulations for tobacco.
Administration officials, speaking
on condition of anonymity, have
said for days that final FDA
rules, and an expected Clinton

tive solution," Patton said. "I
expect this will be enjoined in
federal court and tied up for
years."
Clinton might announce as early as Friday that he has decided
to have the federal government
regulate cigarettes in an attempt
to keep them out of the hands of
children. The FDA, which would
be in charge, sent its proposed
rules to the White House last
week.
Patton said the FDA-tobacco
issue has hurt Clinton in Kentucky — "He'd be further ahead

ity, said attorney John Banzhaf of
the activist group Action on
Smoking and Health.
"They are sacrificing the Kentucky burley farmers for the benefit of political gain in places like
California," fumed Rep. Scotty
Baesler, D-Ky. "I find that
offensive."
Republican lawmakers also
were angry.
—The president is in effect declaring war on 76,000 North Carolinians who gain their livelihood
in one form or another from

FROM PAGE 1
will no longer be a never-ending
cycle of welfare," Clinton said.
"Today, we arc taking a historic
chance to make welfare what it
was meant to be: a second
chance, not a way of life."
Clinton, who promised in his
1992 campaign to "end welfare
as we know it," made new promises to create the jobs needed for
the controversial new system to
succeed. He also pledged to work
on changing some provisions
decried by key Democratic
supporters.
"Congress gave us a new reality. Now we have to fill in the

The 1996's Need To Go!

than he is," the governor said —
but has been a winner for Clinton
elsewhere.
"Nationally the public is on
the president's side. But it's
wrong for Kentucky," Patton
said.
U.S. Sen. Wendell Ford said
Congress could have done something to pre-empt FDA regulation
but "simply stood aside and let
the train roar on by."
Ford often is at odds with Clinton, but he said farmers would
gain nothing by voting against
Clinton's re-election.

"Anyone who says this can be
solved with one vote at the polls
in November is not shooting
straight with you," Ford said. "I
don't care who you've got in the
White House next January,
you've got a problem that is
going to be solved one of two
ways — in the courts or in
Congress."
U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell
said the report that Clinton would
proceed with the FDA's proposal
was a "disturbing development,
and it's one that I will respond to
aggressively in the days ahead."

blanks," Clinton said. "We're
going to take this historic chance
to try to recreate the nation's
social bargain with the poor."
Today's White House Rose
Garden ceremony is the president's third effort in as many
days to take the headlines away
from Republican rival Bob Dole
by giving a dramatic send-off to
high-profile legislation.
Clinton was joined by three
women who were former welfare
recipients, including Lillie Harden of Little Rock, Ark. The president routinely quotes her as say;
ing the best thing about moving
from welfare to work was that
her son, when asked what his
mother did for a living, could
give an answer.
"I have never forgotten that,"

Clinton said, telling her, "I thank
you for the power of your
example."
The welfare transformation
ends a federal guarantee to the
poor that has existed since the
New Deal days of President
Franklin Roosevelt. It was
denounced by many Clinton
allies.
Marian Wright Edelman, president of the Children's Defense
Fund, called Clinton's action a
"moment of shame ... the biggest
betrayal of children and the
poor."

Sponsored by:

The new welfare law is also
opposed by Catholic bishops and
urban groups. But it is expected
to appeal to a broad range of
moderate to conservative voters.

•Medicaid...

Pick 3
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Pick 4
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Shell

The partnerships will be governed by boards that represent
providers and Medicaid recipients. The state will give the
partnerships an amount of money
to cover patients, and the partnerships will decide how providers
will be paid and at what rates.
The partnerships will be open to
any provider willing to join and

agree to the participation rules.
The partnership plans are
expected to cover about 470,000
of the state's 530,000 Medicaid
recipients. Some groups, such as
nursing-home residents, some
mentally disabled patients and
elderly people also covered by
Medicare, will be exempt from
the managed-care plan. Many disabled patients, however, will
come under the program.
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tobacco," Sen. Jesse Helms,
R-N.C., said.
"I think it shows that he has
written off North Carolina politically," said Rep. David Funderburk, R-N.C.
(Information for this story
was also provided by the Associated Press.)

II Welfare...

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

CADILLAC
CLEARANCE

1996 Sedan Deville Stock #96-173
Shale With Neutral Leather

executive order, essentially mirror that 1995 proposal.
The AP reported Thursday that
officials close to the rule -making
say the FDA did have to reexamine some provisions of the
proposal because of two recent
First Amendment rulings by the
Supreme Court but didn't make
any major changes.
In July, the high court revived
a free-speech challenge to Baltimore's prohibition on billboard
ads for cigarettes. The justices
told a lower court to reconsider
the ban in light of their May ruling that gave advertisers significantly greater protection from government regulation.
The FDA rules don't call for
an outright ban, so regulators
mainly had to amend the accompanying analysis that justifies the
rules to the judges who will ultimately have to decide their legal-

this will hurt just the farmers.
Most people have no idea what
something like this can do," he
said.
According to the AP, cigarette
makers deny targeting teen-agers,
and argue that the FDA has no
jurisdiction over their products.
Declaring teen smoking a
national health hazard, Clinton

Patton says GOP,Democrats responsible

We can provide information and coverage for your

monirls $3600

Press report, anti-smoking activists pressured the White House to
act, buying sobering newspaper
ads that will greet the Democratic
National Convention when it
opens Monday in Chicago. The
ads say while the delegates are
meeting, "12,000 kids will start
smoking. Tobacco will kill 4,000
of them."
Clark said the tobacco companies have already sued to oppose
the -Crackdown.
"Any action by the President
won't go into effect for years but
1 don't think anyone locally really understands what is at stake,"
he said.
According to Clark, $11 million worth of tobacco was sold in
Calloway County last year.
"If you take $11 million worth
of tobacco out of this county, it
will have a devastating impact.
We should not fool ourselves that

When you're through looking, we
think you'll agree, there's more
to see in a Weather Shield
window.
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Ledger &Times Charm gained, credibility lost
WALTER L. APPERSON
Publisher

GINA HANCOCK
Managing Editor

ALICE ROUSE
General Manager

Where there Is no vision. the people perish'
PUBLISHED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPERS. INC.

FROM OUR READERS
KSBA has info on Murray seat
Dear Editor
There are few things as important to the future of a community as a
progressive, effective and efficient public school system. One key to a
blue-ribbon public school district is its elected board of education.
The members of your school board tie the education process to the
community's goals and standards. They give oversight to administrative
and instructional operations. They develop long-range plans to ensure
that the system is fiscally solvent and educationally sound. In short.
school boards provide a vision for children and a voice for the
community.
The Murray Independent school district has an opening on its board of
education. That vacancy will be filled by the state's education
commissioner. The appointee will serve through the November election
at which time the remainder of the term will be filled. Candidates may
acquire nomination forms at the school district's central office or from
the Department of Education's Office of Communications,Planning and
Governmental Relations by calling (502) 564-3421.
The Kentucky School Boards Association was created more than 60
years ago. KSBA has information on the role, duties and good practice
guidelines of school board members for candidates and prospective
appointees. We welcome the opportunity to talk with citizens interested
in becoming a candidate for appointment to the Murray school board.
Interested persons are encouraged to contact me or Steve Kirby or Tim
Holt by calling 1-800-372-2962.
David L. Keller
Executive Director — Kentucky School Boards Association
260 Democrat Drive, Frankfort, KY 40601

Donations, concern appreciated

.As you may have noticed, Bob
Dole II, a real cool and likeable
grownup guy, has been nominated
as the Republican Party's candidate
for president.
This is not the same Bob Dole I,
who has become a familiar political
figure in recent months and years
— a sharp-tongued and irritable
elderly man with little tolerance for
fools and media yappers.

IZOYKO SAYS

Mike Royko
Syndicated columnist
in your wallet? fiey, you got it,
flaunt it.
The New Bob is tolerant of just
about anyone, even those who described the Old Bob as kind of a
political frump.
Old Bob might have once jabbed
his thumb in the eye of nimble Jack
Kemp, who wouldn't even endorse
Old Bob when the only alternative
was a yacht jockey named Forbes.
But New Bob is more of a '90s
kind of guy who can shrug off such
minor impertinences.
Maybe Jack Kemp did once spit
in his eye, but that's nothing that
can't be easily cleared up with a
piece of Kleenex.
And maybe the rest of the Republican Party was only recently asking itself, "How did we get stuck
with this geezer?" But that was the
Old Bob, not the New Bob.
The Republican Party now loves
the New Bob. That's because this is
the Instant New and Improved Republican Party.
This isn't Ye Oldc GOP,grousing

No, this cranky Bob Dole I no
longer exists, and Republicans are
happy. Good riddance, they say.
That's understandable. Bob Dole
II is a lot easier for the consumerviewer, also known as the voter, to
tolerate.
For one thing, this Bob II is a lot
younger. I don't know exactly how
much younger — 100 years? — but
take my word for it. Old Bob was
kind of a Glenn Miller-Andrews
Sisters kind of guy. But New Bob?
At any moment, he might start
singing a rock song. It might be
early Bill Haley or Earl Bostick, but
it's a start.
New Bob isn't nearly as rigid a
person as Old Bob. Old Bob was
kind of stuck in his ways. He
believed that you don't spend more
money than you take in, a quaint
notion.
But this younger and more refreshing New Bob doesn't have such
hangups. You have a piece of plastic
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about abortion, fretting about
prayer in the schools, darkly mumbling about all the unfair advantages
given to — what do Republicans
call them — blacks, Afro-Americans or Negroes? Neegroes?
Not this new, loving, inclusionary, we-love-everybody Republican Party.
This new Lovey-Dovey Republican Party has shown its capacity to
embrace any common, born-poor,
African-American Negro who happens to wind up with a galaxy of
stars on his shoulders and the rank
of chairman of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff.
And he doesn't even have to
know how to slam-dunk or hit a
three-pointer with two seconds left
in the game. And liberals ctaim to
embrace the little guy? Wheh did
the liberals last express such reverence for a black four-star general?
But I don't know. I happen to be
one of the few voters in America
who really liked Bob Dole I — the
older, original Dole.
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What's wrong with that? All
across America, ordinary people sit
in front of their TV sets and ask of
the media blatherers,"Why are you
asking such dumb questions?"
But that is not the kind of question the media expect from someone
who wants to be this country's
commander in chief. As any political spinmeister will tell you,"When
you are asked a stupid, shallow
question, give them a stupid, shallow answer."
So, if the New Bob becomes less
blunt and outspoken and learns to be
bland and non-specific, the media
will probably say, "Ah, he has
become sensitive, inclusive and less
abrasive."
But as we draw closer to November, and if he is still competitive in
the all-important and all-stupid
polls,they will say,"He is becoming
wishy-washy, all things to all people, and how do we know what he
really stands for?"
That will be the critical moment
in the campaign. Will he be able to
resist the basic urge to be honest,
blunt and outspoken?
God help him if he gives in to this
fatal weakness.
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Yes, Old Bob was kind of a
grump. When reporters asked stupid
questions — the kind that evoke the
most embarrassing response — he
often said they were stupid.
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Dear Editor:
Many people have inquired about the progress of the Fine Arts
Building Renovation as many have continued to send donations for the
equipment and furnishings fundraising campaign. We appreciate this
very much.
The renovation is coming along nicely, although, as those of you who
have built homes will know, it is taking longer than we expected. If all
goes well, we will begin to reoccupy the building late this fall and then
open for classes and events in January. A gala celebration is being
planned to occur on Sunday afternoon, December 8th, just prior to the
"Hanging of the Green" ceremony.
Those of you who remember the 1945 building will be, we believe,
pleasantly surprised. This complete renovation includes a dramatically
improved floor plan which recognizes the changes in facility needs over
the years. Updated are classrooms, computer laboratories, music
ensemble rehearsal rooms, music classr000ms, an instrument repair
shop, digital synthesis/music composition laboratory, keyboard teaching room and a modern dance studio are among the features. The largest
area remains a perfomring arts hall for music, theatre and dance events.
We are so grateful to the many people who have sent donations. Ow
campaign, however, still needs significant support. We urge those
who have given to consider a special sacrificial contribution and for
those who have not pledged support to do so now. Donors who make
contributions of $250 and above by mid-September will have the
opportunity to place their names (if they choose) on a plaque to be
permanently installed in the building.
Again, we thank you for your continuing interest. Please let us know
of any questions that you may have by calling (502) 762-4516.
Rose Reichmuth
Assistant Dean, College of Fine Arts and Communications
P.O. Box 9, Murray, KY 42071

KENTUCKY EDITORIAL
The State Journal, Frankfort
Whether intentional or not, the Kentucky Supreme Court opened
a large can of worms with its recent decision about the admissibility of state social-worker records in court.
In a case that originated in Magoffin County relating to termination of parental rights, the high court ruled social-worker records
are not admissible if the social worker who created the records is
not present in court to testify about them. An attorney for a man
appealing the loss of parental rights argued the investigative
records are hearsay evidence without the testimony of the social
worker who made them. ...

-

Kemp:A touchdown for Dole
Imagine the quarterback who
throws interceptions and gets sacked in the first half, drawing boos
from the hometown crowd. Then,in
the second half, he launches a
touchdown bomb,turning the game
and the fans around. Bob Dole is
that heroic quarterback, Jack Kemp
his TD.
This one decision by Dole immediately puts him back in the game
and shifts the momentum from a
unbeatable Clinton
seemingly
reelection campaign to a contest in
which Dole and Kemp can set the
agenda and make Clinton and the
Democrats play defense.

With a turnover rate that averages 22.9 percent a year, there is a
good possibility the person who worked with a family will have left
state government and perhaps even the state by the time it becomes
necessary to remove children legally from a home. ...
While it is understandable that the state wants as few legal obstacles as possible when the safety of children is at stake, it also is
important that the rights of defendants be protected when the state
asks the court to take children away from their parents. ...

Normally,the No.2 spot does not
affect the outcome of an election,
but Kemp brings qualities to the
ticket that enhance Dole. These
include enthusiasm for ideas such as
economic growth, opportunity and
allowing taxpayers to keep more of
their money. Kemp also has an
appeal to minorities, along with a
consistent vision not seen since the
1980 Reagan campaign.

That's pretty elementary, in our way of thinking.
Certainly, it isn't the parent's fault the state loses more than a
fifth of its professional social workers every year. It should not be
the parent's responsibility in court to refute a written record when
the social worker who prepared that record is unavailable to testify.

Democrats, even though they
have 10- to 20-point lead in the
polls, are clearly worried. How else
to explain the blasts by Sen. Chris
Dodd, the Democratic National
Committee chairman, and Clinton-

•

-
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Gore reelection co-chair Ann
Lewis? Both have called Kemp an
"extremist," which is about as credible as calling George Bush an
adulterer.
Perhaps more than any other
Republican on the national scene,
Kemp speaks the language of average people. On CNBC's "Equal
Time" Aug. 6, Kemp lamented the
fact that so many families must have
two incomes just to make it and that
the economy is growing at less than
its potential. "Unemployment is
low," he said,"but there's a shortage
of opportunity for people to move
up into the economy and particularly for low-income people to get
the access to capital and credit, so
important for their version of the
American dream."
How many Republicans could
walk into the inner city and get the
kind of response normally reserved
for Jesse Jackson? Kemp can — and

that worries Democrats. Consider
his comments to me in a 1988
interview. Asked why Republicans
should care about poor blacks when
most vote for Democrats, Kemp
replied, "Because it shows compassion, concern and kindness toward
people who are less fortunate. Practically, it will result in a much
expanded Republican Party, but, of
greater importance,it will produce a
more civil nation."
Even when criticizing the ideas of
Democrats, Kemp does it in a
charitable way. The problem with
the Great Society, he said, was not
its objectives, which were good, but
that it focused on redistributing
income. "What needs to be done,"
he said, "is to increase individual
income by increasing opportunities
to earn money."
Earlier in 1988, when he was a
presidential candidate, Kemp said,
"We can't win an issueless, themeless, idealess campaign." No danger

•

of that now. Bob Dole will have a
surplus of ideas. And in Kemp,Dole
has a genuinely likable guy, a wife
and children who are a delight and a
spirit that is infectious, even sweet,
without being syrupy.
In his 1979 book "An American
Renaissance," Kemp wrote: "Opportunity, the chance to make it and
to improve your life, that's what the
American Dream was and is all
about. What poisons that dream is
when government stands in the way,
throwing up roadblocks that are
really unnecessary. More and more
people sense along the way that
they're not going to fulfill their
potential, not because of a deficiency in their ambition or ability,
but because of a deficiency in the
political structure.. They believe,
often rightly, that somehow the
flaws of government have held them
back or cut them down."
When Jack Kemp thinks of hope,
he doesn't think of a town in
Arkansas. He thinks of what it will
mean tkAmericans when there is no
limit to what they and their country
can achieve. Dole has made the
most important decision of his campaign. He's right, Jack Kemp is
more than a "10." For the first time
since the 1994 election, Republicans have hope.
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Woman's Club hosts workshop
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been released as follows:
Dismissals
Ryan D Isbell, Mayfield. Mrs Elizabeth Jane Ferstle and baby boy,
Benton; Mrs Marilyn K Downey and
baby girl, Almo,
Mrs. Marcella McCoy, London, Ky
Ms. Lillian D. Thorn, Dexter; Mrs Vada
Nell Bruce, Farmington.
Miss Florente Irene Brown, 0 B
Farley, Mrs. Euple E Ward, Mrs
Eloise Sykes, Auburn J. Wells,
Mrs. Audis Byars, Derwood
Edwards, Mrs. Janice Fay Newton,
and Mrs Kelly A Burris and baby girl.
all of Murray
Expiration
Winfred Paschall, Puryar, Tenn
• • • •

Stubblefield
boy is born
Van and Gina Stubblefield of
Symrna, Tenn., are the parents of
a son, Lucas Aaron Stubblefield,
born Money, Aug. 12, 1996, at
St. Thomas Hospital, Nashville,
Tenn.
Grandparents are Mrs. Myra
Crabtree and Mr. and Mrs. Charles L. Stubblefield, and a greatgrandmother is Mrs. Macon
White, all of Murray.

Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
Angel Alert is issued

MURRAY WOMAN'S CLUB photos

Kentucky Federation of Women's Clubs District Summer Workshop was
held at Murray Woman's Club on July 17. Martha Andrus, Murray, seated center, top photo, as district governor presided. Also pictured, from
left, are Susan Alexander, vice governor, Barbara Fossett of Morehead,
KFWC second vice president, Andrus, Clara Austin, KFWC past president, and Linda Adams, district secretary. MWC Music Department
Ensemble sang the "Clubwoman Collect" Murray club members attending were, bottom photo, from left, Martha Crafton, Linda Scott, Joetta
Kelly, Sue Allison, Bonnie Jones, Lynn Gustafson, Martha Andrus, Evelyn Wallis, Annie Knight, Jo Burkeen, Susan Vied, Mayrelle Clark and
Kay Ray. Not pictured are Carolyn Marcum, Milissia Sledd, and Lois
Pharris. The KFWC fall conference will be Wednesday, Oct. 9, at Kentucky Dam Village.

Two single parent families, both of whom lost their homes in
fires in other states, have moved to this community because of ties
with family or friends. In another situation, four young children are
now living with a relative. The Calloway Family Resource Center
urgently requests the help of the community to get the nine children
in these three families prepared for success at school. Bunk beds,
twin mattresses, small electrical appliances, and other household
items are urgently needed, as are a washer and dryer. Children's
needs are jeans, underwear and shoes. All small sizes of these items
and women's clothes in sizes 22 to 24 and 8 to 10 are urgently
needed. Call 753-3070 or 753-3879 if you can help with any of these
needs. Tax deductible contributions may be sent to the Calloway
County Family Resource Center Angel Fund, 1169 Pottertown Rd.,
Murray, KY 42071.

'Daniel' seminar starts Friday
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Murray Seventh-day Adventist church will sponsor a seminar on
"Daniel" beginning Friday, Aug. 23, at 7 p.m. This will be via video, presented by Pastor Mark Finley of the "It is Written" telecast.
The public is invited.

Cc

Need Line special needs listed
Need Line has issued a special need for items for the pantry and
also for the school supply program. Pantry items needed to fill the
food sacks for clients include green beans, spaghetti sauce, crackers
and canned fruit. Special school supply items needed include new or
used backpacks. Also cash donations will be accepted. They may be
taken to the Need Line office, on bottom floor of Weaks Center,
between the hours of 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday through Friday.
Need Line is a United Way agency.

Greater Hope plans singing
Greater Hope Baptist Church will sponsor an annual "Share
Explosion," a night of gospel music by various choirs and singers.
This will be at 5 p.m. Saturday, Aug. 24, at Weaks Community Center. Proceeds will go to the church building fund, according to the
Rev. W.E. Cheaney, pastor, who invites the public to attend.

Parker named by publication

A-itehen & home
Mon.-Fri. 10 a.m.-5 p.m., Sat. 10 a.m.-1 p.m.
408 S. 12th St. in Murray • 753-0545

Laurie Jo Parker has been
selected to be included in the
30th annual edition of Who's
Who Among American High
School Students.
Parker is a senior at Calloway
County High School where she is
an honor roll student and a member of the Beta Club as well as
several other school clubs. She is
Special Features Editor of the
Laker Review and she works in
TV production at WCSD-TV. She
has also been chosen to be a participant in the 1996 Jackson
Purchase Youth Salute.
The CCHS senior is president
of Calloway County 4-H Teen
Council and a teen leader of
Westwood 4-H Club. She is a
member of the Youth Group at
University Church of Christ and
its drama group, "Rescue."
Parker is the 1997 Calloway
County Junior Miss and recently

I

participated in the Governor's
School for the Arts at Louisville.
She studies dance at Centre for
Dance with Karen Balzer and is a
member of the Jackson Purchase
Dance Company.

See Store
for Details

Sedalia plans homecoming
The Rev. Bob Dotson of Kirksey will speak at 102nd homecoming
at Sedalia United Methodist Church on Sunday, Aug. 25, at 11 a.m.
A special guest will be Nell Dotson. Special music will be by the
Joy Trio with a fellowship dinner to follow the worship, according
to the Rev. Charles Burns, pastor.
Laurie Jo Parker

Fall Is Around A-Corner...
• Angel Picture Frames • New Selection of Lamps
• Fall Flags & Pillows • Fall Afghans
• Magnolias Candle Sticks

HOLLAND DRUG
Bob Dunn, R.Ph. • Court Square, Murray • 753-1462

Community Bible School planned
"Come Follow Jesus" will be the theme of the Weekend Community Bible School at South Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church.
Sessions wil be at 6:30 p.m. on Friday, Aug. 23, 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. on
Saturday, Aug. 24, and at 6 p.m. on Sunday, Aug. 25. For more
information call Jane Cothran at 753-7166.

Hospital retirees to meet Monday

Retirees and former employees of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will meet Monday, Aug. 26, at 6:30 p.m. for dinner at Sirloin
Stockade. This is a monthly social event for all those retirees and
former employees. For information call Nancy McClure at 492-8640
or Lottie Brandon at 753-3517.

Wranglers plan special shows

•

Beautiful Selection

Garden Mums

5.95
all colors ready
for planting

Agency Manager, Ray 7'. Broach; Agent, Bob Cornelison

JEWELERS

7534703

Wranglers Riding Club will bave its club show on Friday, Aug.
23, at 7 p.m. at the club grounds, located 21/7 miles east of Murray
on Van Cleave Road off Highway 94 East. The club will have an
open NBAHA sanctioned horse show on Satwurday, Aug. 24, at 6
p.m. Thirty-four classes will be featured. Admission will be $l.
Concession stand will be open. For more information call David
Alexander, 1-502-247-7965, or Kenneth Greer, 489-2272.

-11111INIONORF

City & County
Coverage
Farm Owner
Homi Owner
Auto
Life • Blue Cross
Retirement
Business
Long Term Care
Chestnut I fill Shopping Center

Brewers homecoming Sunday

The next community recycling day will be Saturday, Aug. 24,
from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. at parking 'lot of Stewart Stadium, Murray
State University. All types of clean, dry paper and cardboard as well
as aluminum cans, plastics and clear glass will be collected.

4 114

No Interest!
No Payment!

Independence United Methodist Church will have an ice cream
social and flea market on Saturday, Aug. 24, from 5 to 8 p.m. at the
church. There will be music and singing outside on the grounds and
everyone is asked to bring their lawn chairs. The UMW will sell hot
dogs, drinks and homemade ice cream along with flea market items.
The public is invited.

Recycling Day here Saturday

KENTUCKY
FARM BUREAU
INSURANCE

6 Months

Independence church plans events

The annual homecoming will be at Brewers United Methodist
Church on Sunday, Aug. 25. The Rev. Ralph Gunter, former pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. A potluck meal will be served with a gospel
singing featuring The Liberty Boys and other local talent and congregational singing will start at 2 p.m. The public is invited.
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CALENDAR
Thursday, Aug. 22
Pet Therapy/3 p.m./Calloway Public
Library.
Compassionate FrIends/7.30
p.m./board room of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. Info/762-1274 or
498-8324.

Thursday, Aug. 22
Calloway County Republican
Women/7 p.m./Currie Center, Murray
State University. Info/759-1764.
Southwest Elementary School Technology Committee of SW:MC/3
pm/school library

Faith church plans event
Chuck Gray, national field representative of the Spirit of Freedom Ministries" at New Orleans,
La., will present a special program on family alcoholism and
drugs at Faith Apostolic Church,

Chuck Gray

2205 Coldwater Ed., Murray, on
Saturday, Aug. 24, at 7 p.m.
Gray states "that of the twothirds of Americans that drink.
one in 10 becomes an alcoholic,
and that 40 percent of all teenagers are heavy drinkers.
The "Spirit of Freedom" will
be introducing a new approach to
family alcoholism and drugs. The
tape, "Raised From the Ruins" on
alcoholism, along with other
materials, will be made available
during the meeting.
Gray will also give true
accounts of men and women who
have been delivered from alcoholism and drugs.
The public is invited to attend
and there is no obligation or
admission charge.

Masonic meeting Monday
Fellowcraft Masons Kit Chiles
and Ruble Powell will be the candidates eligible for their third or
Master Mason degree on Monday, Aug. 26, at 7 p.m. at the
meeting of Benton-T.L. Jefferson
Lodge No. 622 Free and
Accepted Masons, South Main
Street, Benton.
The first section of the third
degree will be conferred by Past
Master Charles Baker of Benton,
grandson of Candidate Baker.
Chiles and Powell will receive
the degrees at the second section

of the third degree to be conferred by the Lakeland Degree
Team, headed by Past Master
Mark Shumaker of Calvert City
Lodge No. 543, assisted by lodge
members.
Both Baker and Shumaker are
past district deputy grand masters
of Kentucky. Master Wayne
Daniels of Benton lodge invite.s
all Blue Lodge Masons to attend.
Lodge members are requested to
bring a dish to pass, allong with
meat, rolls and drinks furnished
by the lodge.

Friday, Aug. 23

Thursday, Aug. 22
Purchase Arse Mance for Mentally III
support group/7 p.m./Lourdes Hospital, Paducah. Info, 43.5-4136.
Chapter 60 of Disabled American
Veterans/7 p.m./Legion N.
TOPS KY 041• meetki9/7 P.m. with
weigh-in/6 p.m./Annex of Calloway
Public Library.
Murray
Club/6
Kiwanis
p.m./Shoney's.
Dexter Pentecostal Churcti service/7
p.m.
First Presbyterian Church The
GroupPMurdor at Manse/11:30
a.m./1705 Parklane, Murray.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum,
MSU/open 8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
Eagle Gallery at Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSLI/open 8 a.m.-6 p.m.
NetiOINI Scouting Museum open/9
a.m.-4:30 p.m.

Friday, Aug. 23
Community Bible School/6:30

Wranglers Riding Club show/7
p miclub grounds on Van Cleave
Road
Seniors Golf play/8 30 a m./Sullivan s
Par 3 Golf Course
Hazel Center open 10 a m.-2 p.m for
senior citizens activities
Weeks Center open 8 a m.-4 p.m for
senior citizens
activiti•s.
Breakfast/8:30 am
Murray Country Club grill open/11
a.m.-5 p.m.; dining room open/6-9
p.m., reservations requested
AA and Al-Anon open to newcomers/
beginners at 8 p miAmorican Legion
Building Info/759-9882 or 435-4314.
Main Street Youth Center, 205 North
Fourth St /open 6-11 p.m Info/
753-TEEN
Bingo sponsored by Shriners/7
p.m./building at Fairgrounds. Public
Invited,
Faculty/Professional Staff Brunch/11

p.m./South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church. Info/753-7166.
Hot August Blues festival opens/6
p.m./In front of Kenlak• State Park
Hotel

a.m./Curhs Center ballroom, Murray
State University
Eagle Gallery, Doyle Fine Arts Center. MSU/open 8 am.-4 p.m.
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Sims-Groves to give recital
Amanda Sims-Groves, daughter of Glen and Moyna Sims of
Murray, will present a vocal recital on Tuesday, Aug. 27, at 8
p.m. in Farrell Recital Hall, second floor, Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center, Murray State University.
The recital will include selections by Mozart, Argento, Debussy, Strauss, and Verdi. The public
is invited to attend.
Sims-Groves completed her
Bachelor of Music Education at
MSU in December of 1992. She
has also received her Master of
Music in Vocal Performance
from Southern Illinois University,
Carbondale, in August of 1995.
This past November she
received first alternate at the St.
Louis District Metropolitan Opera Audition.
She is currently residing

kitchen & home
Mon.-Fri. 10 a.m.-5 p.m., Sat. 10 a.m.-4 p.m.
408 S. 12th St. in Murray • 753-0545

Amanda Sims-Groves
atThompsonville, Ill., where her
husband, J.W. Groves, teaches
industrial arts at the local high
school.

Cooking video scheduled
By CROMWELL HAUGE
Church Writer
"Natural Lifestyle Cooking"
will be offered in the fellowship
hall of Murray Seventh-day
Adventist Church, South 15th and
Sycamore Streets, Murray. This
will be by big screen video.
Classes will begin Sunday,
Aug. 25, and continue for six
weeks through Sunday, Sept. 29.
Classes will be from 3 to 5 p.m.
each Sunday. The final session
will include a buffet dinner for
class members and families.
Mrs. Eunice May will present
the seminar by authors Mark and
Ernestine Finley. The seminar
will show the practical down-toearth approach to healthful cooking; and will show how to gain
the ability to make natural lifestyle cooking both simple and
enjoyable.
Each session will last approximately two hours and will feature
demonstrations of cooking
healthful recipes.
To pre-register call 752-0835.
A one-time only registration fee

The Bridal" Wegistry

Today

of $10 will cover the work/text
book, recipes, food samples, and
handouts.

Investment Rates
TERMS

182-DAY
CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT

12-MONTH
CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT

24-MONTH
CERTEF1CATE
OF DEPOSIT

30-MONTH
CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT

MINIMUM

500

500

500

500

CURRENT
INTEREST
RATE

5.00% 5.45% 6.04% 5.65%

ANNUAL
PERCENTAGE
YIELD

5.06% 5.52% 6.13% 5.73%

144M2

1111 Main, Murray, Kentucky 42071
502-759-9443. Member FDIC. Equal Housing Lender

TO YOUR EARS'

Sun., Aug. 25 • I/ Noon
OUTDOORS AT THE AMPHITHEATER
ADVANCE ADMISSION $12 • GATE ADMISSION $15
CHILDREN 12 & UNDER FREE

* Luther Allison *
'Swope Handy Awwd

Entertaras ol the Year 'Muss awn o be Yew

•Snooky Prior
•Pinetop Perkins Blues Band
•Mike Griffin & The Unknown Blues Band
•Primetime Blues Band

Back-To-School

Friday, August 23 Saturday, August 24
6:00 p.m.

2:00 pm.

PERFORMANCES ON
THE HOTEL GROUNDS

OUTDOORS AT THE
AMPHITHEATER

FREE ADMISSION

GATE ADMISSION $7.00

'John "So Blue" Weston
•The Funn Brothers
•Blind Mississippi Morris

Lingerie

30%Off

All Separate

Lucia & City Girl

Blouses & Shirts

Coordinates

1/3
1/4

Mon.-Thurs. 9-5:30, Fri. 9-8, Sat. 9-5, Sun. 1-5
. ,,', •
'
,

Amanda Davis

For More Information

1400426.0413
or (502) 474-22111(

Fall Dresses
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-Lou Jetton & 61 South
•The Shack Shakers
-Quilt
-.Jimmy D. Taylor & The
Little Boys Blue
-Souled Out
.The Fender Benders

In the Dining Room
5:00 p.m.-800 p.m.

Nice Selection of

Jeans & Vests
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olorado halts Benes'streak

SCHEDULESOCCER

By AARON J. LOPEZ
Associated Press Writer
DENVER (Al') — The Colorado Rockies needed just three
innings to dismantle a streak
Andy Benes had been building
for two months.
The Rockies ended Benes'
10-game winning streak Wednesday night as Eric Young and Ellis
Burks combined for seven of
Colorado's 18 hits and five RBIs
in a 10-2 win over the St. Louis
Cardinals.
Benes (13-9), who gave up

Rockies cruise to 10-2 win
seven runs on 13 hits in 2 2-3
innings, took his first loss since
June 13 and failed to get past the
fifth for the first time in his last
20 starts.
"All things considered it was a
horribly pitched game," Benes
said. "With some of the pitches I
threw up there, it was a good
thing that nobody got hurt,
including myself."

By the time he left the game,
every Colorado starter except
Walt Weiss had a hit and six different players had RBIs.
"We were very agressive, and
he was trying to be aggressive,"
said Young, who had his fourth
four-hit game of the season. "I
think every guy was locked in
and we just found the holes
today."

Even Armando Reynoso (8-8) the start as he allowed three firstsmacked Benes around, driving in
inning runs on two walks and
a run with two hits. On the
five hits. It could have been
mound, he scattered 11 hits in
worse, but Burks and Dante
seven innings, stranding eight
Bichette were thrown out trying
runners to win his third straight
to stretch singles into doubles.
decision.
Tom Pagnozzi's RBI double
"When you have 11 hits on the
made it 3-1 in the second, but the
board and only two runs, that's
Rockics responded with three
thankful in this ballpark," said
more hits, including Larry WalkRockies manager Don Baylor. er's line-drive, RBI double that
"He (Reynoso) finds a way to
missed leaving the park by less
make a huge inning into just a
than a foot.
messy, messy situation."
Benes' night was a mess from • See Page 7

• Lady Laker* vs. Reidland
CCHS Field — 5:30
JV game — 7
• Lakers vs. Caldwell Co
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Rangers rally past Indians,
stay atop Seattle in AL West
By KEN BERGER
Al' Sports Writer

WATER WIZARDS: Murray water skiers Tyler Collins, top, and Brittany Collins, below, turned in
top 10 finishes at the recent National Water Ski Championships in Destin, Fla., which featured over 900
skiers from across the country. Tyler was second in the Boys 1 Slalom and finished fourth in the Overall. Brittany finished ninth in the Girls 1 Slalom.

CLEVELAND (Al') — The
Texas Rangers are doing more
than avoiding a collapse. They're
getting better.
In the ballpark where the
Cleveland Indians have made so
many late-inning comebacks, the
Rangers got one of their own
Wednesday night. Rusty Greer hit
a two-run homer in the 10th
inning as Texas beat the Indians
10-8.
The Rangers increased their
lead in the AL West to eight
games over Seattle, which lost
10-5 to New York. Texas, which
usually fades from summer pennant races, took two of three
from Cleveland and improved to
6-3 against the Indians this
season.

"The people who are talking
all that stuff are not the players,
in case you haven't noticed,"
said Will Clark, who seems pretty
comfortable in first place
although the Rangers have never
been there this late in a season —
until now.
The Rangers trailed the
defending AL champions 6-1,
came back to lead 8-6, blew the
lead by givingup two runs in the
ninth and still had enough to
come back and win it in the 10th.
"It can only help," said Dean
Palmer, who hit his 30th home
run in the sixth, when the Rangers took an 8-6 lead with seven
runs. "It's nice to keep it
going."
Cleveland tied it at 8 in the
ninth on a two-run single by Kenny Lofton off Ed Vosberg (1-0).

Pinch-hitter Jeromy Burnitz, who
reached on a walk, slid in with
the tying run just ahead of Ivan
Rodriguez's tag on a perfect
throw by Greer. Vosberg walked
Albert Belle intentionally and got
Manny Ramirez to ground out
with the bases loaded to end the
inning.
In the 10th, Rodriguez hit a
one-out double off Julian Tavarez
(4-7), and Greer followed with
his 15th home run to right.
Ramirez barely moved.
With runners on first and second in the 10th, Vosberg struck
out Lofton to end the game.
Lofton, who made three outstanding catches look routine,
said dropping the series and losing this way doesn't mean a
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Ripken outshines young star
The Associated Press
Alex Rodriguez is considered
the best shortstop since Cal Ripken. However, Ripken is still
around, and he won't sit idly
watching this youngster who has
become the best hitting shortstop
in the American League.
The 21-year-old Rodriguez
reached two milestones with his
30th and 31st home runs for the
Seattle Mariners on Wednesday
night.
But Ripken, who turns 36 on
Saturday, made sure he went
home with the victory, going
4-for-5 with a homer as the Baltimore Orioles beat Seattle 10-5.
"I think maybe he just wants

to show the upstart kid that he
still has something left," Baltimore manager Davey Johnson
said. "It's the master showing
the pupil."
Ripken and Rodriguez were the
shortstops for the AL in this
year's All-Star game. Things
aren't quite so cozy anymore.
"It's a weird situation, because
as a kid I just cheered him on so
bad," he said. "Now I hope he
grounds into a double-play or
strikes out or something when
I'm playing against him."
Rodriguez wasn't so lucky
Wednesday night. Ripken led off
the bottom of the fifth inning
with his 21st homer to put Balti-

Woods vies for third U.S. Amateur title
Toughness
lifts Woods
in first round
By RON SIRAK
Al' Gott Writer
CORNELIUS, Ore.(Al') — No
one is giving this U.S. Amateur
Championship to Tiger Woods.
Not yet, anyway.
Not J.D. Manning, the guy he
defeated 3 and 2 in Tuesday's
opening round.
And certaii.,y not Jerry Courville, his opponent in today's second round.
And most of all, not Woods
who seems to know more than
anyone that there is a lot of work
to do if he is to win an unprecedented third consecutive U.S.
Amateur title.
"You have to take it one step
at a time," Woods said after he
closed out Manning on the 16th
hole. "You can't look forward to
the finals on Sunday. You can't
skip ahead or you're going to be
packing your bags."
Woods, who was 1-down after
six holes — mostly because of a
series of missed putts — wore

down Manning with one 320-yard
drive after another.
"We played different golf
courses," Manning said. "On
No. 9, I'm hitting 2-iron in and
he's hitting 7, 8 or 9."
The 20-year-old Stanford student finally shattered Manning's
spirit with a very difficult
40-foot, downhill chip-in for birdie on No. 8.
"That was really the turning
point of the match," Woods said
about the intentionally bladed
wedge down the slope from the
back fringe.
"With the speed it was going,
it would probably have gone off
the green," he said.
Instead it hit the stick and
dropped in for a birdie.
"It took the wind out of my
sails," Manning said. "I think I
lost my tempo for a couple of
holes."
He lost the next hole to fall
2-down and never got closer.
But as much as Woods outclassed Manning, the 22-year-old
Colorado State senior still had an
8-foot birdie putt on No. 16 to
keep the match alive. But he
missed and that was that.
"That's the funny thing about
match play," Woods said. "The
best guy doesn't always win.

You've got to be tough."
Woods got a tough customer in
Courville, a 37-year-old veteran
of 14 USGA tournaments, including nine U.S. amateurs.
"I'm even with him right
now," Courville said about
Woods. "I'm going to go out and
play as hard as I can and see
what happens."
Courville, the 1995 U.S. MidAmateur Champion and a Walker
Cup team member along with
Woods, defeated Roger Iamb&
lini 3 and 2 on Tuesday.
Also among the 32 players
advancing on Wednesday were
Robert Floyd, the son of PGA
Tour veteran Raymond Floyd,
and Bo Van Pelt, runner-up to
Woods in the 36-hole stroke-play
qualifier.
The longest match of the day
was won by Charles Howell on
the 24th hole over Jeff Golliher.
Manning, who said he could
only laugh at how far Woods was
driving the ball, said Woods was
anything but invincible and that
the tournament could still be won
by someone else in the field of 32
survivors.
"If someone plays well and
starts making putts, they can give
him a run for his money," Manning said. "It won't be a
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Tiger Woods (left), shown with Greg Norman during an earlier tournament, is competing for his third straight U.S. Amateur championship in
Cornelius, Ors.
cakewalk."
Woods started with a shaky
putter, missing birdie putts of 15
feet or less on the first three
holes before going 1-up when
Manning conceded the fourth
hole after hitting his second shot

out of bounds.
But Woods bogeyed No. 5
from the back bunker and Manning birdied No. 6 to go 1 -up.
Woods squared the match on the
NI See Page 7

more ahead for good, 6-5.
In other AL games Wednesday,
Texas beat Cleveland 10-8 in 10
innings, California defeated New
York 7-1, Detroit downed Chicago 7-4, Milwaukee downed Minnesota 10-7, Boston beat Oakland
6-4 and Toronto topped Kansas
City 6-2.
The Orioles won for the 16th
time in 22 games and pulled
within five games of the New
York Yankees in the East. Baltimore trails Chicago by a halfgame in the wild-card derby.
The Mariners lost for the 13th
time in 18 games.

Laker golfers 1
tie Tilghman;
Murray third
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
PADUCAH — Calloway
County tied Paducah Tilghman
in a three-way match with
Murray in the first high school
golf action of the season Wednesday at Rolling Hills Country Club.
Calloway and Tilghman finished with identical team
scores of 161 while Murray
wound up at 182.
Individually for Calloway,
Brad Clendenen shot a 39,
David Greene and Adam
Haley both turned in 40s and
Buzz Paul had a 42. For Murray, Drew Holton had a 41,
Clint Hampton shot a 43, Ryan
Pickens had a 44 and Phillip
Hocking finished at 50.
Tilghman's Chris Ramey
turned in the low score for the
day with a 34.
Both Murray and Calloway
return to Rolling Hills Monday
for the Paducah Tilghman
Invitational.
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Cincinnati picks up Hearst
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Bengals get former
Cardinal as backup
for Ki-Jana Carter
The Associated Press
The Cincinnati Bengals
weren't looking for Garrison
Hearst. They planned to have KiJana Carter, the top choice in the
1995 draft, highlight their mostly
one-running back offense.
But when Hearst's name
popped up on the waiver wire
Tuesday, he was too good to pass
up.
The Bengals claimed Hearst,
the No. 3 pick in the 1993 draft
and a 1,000-yard runner last sea-

Hole In One
Murray's Chris Whitaker,
right, sank a hole in one on
Aug. 10 at Murray Country
Club's 100-yard, par-3 No. 2
hole. Whitaker was playing
with Richard Rollins and
Scott Orr.
•

son, from Phoenix on
Wednesday.
"Our strategy with the salary
cap is that we thought there was a
chance a good player would pop
out of there and only us and a
few others would have a chance
to get him," general manager
Mike Brown said.
"We didn't know what position, but this is the guy that
popped out, and he gives us good
depth there."
Hearst missed most of the 1993
season with a knee injury and
played the final eight games in
1994.
Last season, he rushed for
1,070 yards and one touchdown
and caught 29 paSses for 243
yards and one touchdown.

Cincinnati might try to get
Hearst to renegotiate his oneyear, $2.1 million contract. Perhaps more importantly, Brown
hopes Hearst won't settle for
backing up a second-year player
who missed his first year due to a
knee injury.
"That means he'll try hard in
trying to start, and the more he
tries hard, the better everyone
will be," Brown said.
The Bengals hope Hearst turns
out as well as another of their
free-agent pickups: starting quarterback Jeff Blake.
In tonight's only exhibition
game, Kansas City is at Chicago.

tonight will be on each team's
kickers.
Bjorn Nittmo had apparently
won the Kansas City job until the
Chiefs acquired Pete Stoyanovich, the fourth most accurate
field-goal kicker in league history, from Miami on Wednesday
for an undetermined draft pick.
Kansas City lost as playoff
game to Indianapolis 10-7 last
season when Lin Elliott missed
three field goals.
"We all know what happened
there the last few years," Stoyanovich said.
For the Bears, Carlos Huerta is
still challenging Kevin Butler, the
lone remaining member of Chicago's 1986 Super Bowl team.

Chiefs-Bears
At Chicago, the spotlight

SPORTS ROUNDUP
BASEBALL

BASKETBALL

CHICAGO (AP) — Sammy Soaa
of the Chicago Cubs will miss four
to six weeks with a broken right
hand after he was struck on the
hand by a pitch from Florida's Mark
Hutton in the first inning of Tuesday's game at Wrigley Field The
injury ends Sosa's streak of 304
consecutive games, the third
,Iongest active streak in the majors

MIAMI (AP) — Free agent Dan
will sign a three year, $8
million deal with the Miami Heat a
team he rebuffed just last week
because he wanted to return to the
Phoenix Suns After pulling out of
an oral agreement last week
between his agent and the Heat.
Majerle decided to sign with Miami
because the team was offering
more money

Malaria

SCOREBOARD
Sponsored By:

The Insurance Center
of Murray
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
'Your more than one company agency."
David King

901 Sycamore

MAJOR LEAGUES

•

AMERICAN LEAGUE
An Times CDT
Earl Division
W
L Pct. GB
Ned York
72 53
576
Belernote
67
58
536 5
Boston
496 10
61 64
Toronto
457 15
58 69
Delln•
44 82
349 2IFA
Control Division
W
L Pet. GB
Cleveland
76
51
596 —
Chicago
69 59
539 Th
hawed/
63 63
500 17,4
Mies•Aes
60 68
469 16,4
Kansas City
58 70
453 18,4
West Division
W
L Pet GB
Tomas
73 51
575 —
%Me
64 61
512 8
Oakland
481 12
62 67
Cabornia
460 14'h
58 68
Wedsieedey's Games
California 7, Nee York
IM ARUM* 10, Minnesota 7
Debut 7, Chicago 4
Boslin S. Oeklend 4
Toronto 6, Kansas Cil 2
Bellmore 10, Seattle 5
Tees 10, Cleveland 8, 10 Innings
Thursday's Genies
Oallilerd (Prieto 4-5) at Boston (Clemons 6-11),
pm
606
Calkenta (Finley 11-12)• New York (Rogers
10-6). 615 p.m.
Searle 0earie 9-2) at Bellmore (Coppinger 7-4).
6.36 pm
Texas (K
13-7) at Minnesota (Robertson
6-11), 705 p.m
Toronto (Hanson 10-15) at Chicago (Fernandez
12-7), 705 pm
Detroit (Thompson 0-2) at Kansas City (13elcher
12-7), 705 pm
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
Seethe (Mulholland (-1) at Bostin (Gordon 9-6),
606 pm
Mbraukee (McDonald 104) at Cleveland (lieu
sheer 13-7). 506 pm.
Oakland (Wenger! 64) al Ned York (Goodin
10-5), 635 pm
Callorha (Bookie 114) at Baromore
6-11), 635 pm
Toronto (Hentgen 15-7) at Chicago (Bare 0-1),
705 pm
TOM (011V•1 10-5) at Minnesota (Aguiliera 6-5),
706 p.m
Doled (Sager 2-2) at Kansas City (Appear 114),
705 pm

753-8355

NATIONAL LEAGUE
Feel Division
W
L Pct
Atlanta
79 16
632
Montreal
67 58
536
Na. York
50 69
461
Flonda
457
58 69
Philacielph6
52 75
409
Control Drvielon
W
L Pet
Houston
68 59
535
Si Louis
67 59
532
Chicago
63 62
504
Cinonnaa
62 62
500
Rtuturgh
53
73
421
West Division
W
L Pet
San Dego
70 59
543
Los Angeles
66 60
524
Colorado
65 62
512
San Francisco
54
70
435
Wedneedey's Carnes
Chicago 8 Flonda 3
San FlinOSCO 12. Nee Yoh 11
Atlanta 4, Cincinnati 3
Pmaturgh 5, Houston 2
Colorado 10, Si Louis 2
Philadelphia 6, Loa Angelis 0
San ).go 7, Montreal 2
Thursday's GOMM
St Louis (Morgan 44) at Colorado (Bailey

▪ Wo-ods...

•Rangers...

FROM PAGE 6
next hole when he got within 15
yards of the 619-yard par-5 in
two and chipped to 6 feet for a
birdie.
Then came the chip-in on No.
8.
Three times on the front nine,
Woods drove the ball well over
300 yards, knocking it 323 yards
on No. 4, 332 yards on No. 7 and
325 yards on the ninth hole. He
hit the 470-yard par-5 14th hole
with a drive and a 9-iron.
CHIP SHOTS: The Witch Hollow course has five par-5 holes,
four of which Woods can easily
reach in two. He won three of the
four par-5s he played in his
match against Manning, a trend
to look for as the tournament
continues. ... Because two rounds
arc played today, the WoodsCourvillc match starts at 7:15

a.m. "What?" Woods shrieked
when he found out his tee time.
"Oh, man," he moaned, shaking
his head. ... Woods drove with a
2-iron on No. 1 and No. 3 and
both times was 10 yards ahead of
Manning's driver. ... When
Woods walked onto the practice
green before's Wednesday's
round, some of the younger players glanced nervously at him out
of the corner of their eyes. Courville, Woods' second-round
opponent, walked over to his
Walker Cup teammate and said,
"Mr. Woods, nice to see you
again." ... Woods was furious
when he hit his approach shot on
No. 8 to the back fringe. "It's the
one place on the green you don't
want to be," he said. But when
he chipped in, he pumped his fist
twice and slapped hands with his
caddie, Brian Bells, his best
friend from home.

FROM PAGE 6

hits before the Rangers broke
loose in the sixth, overcoming a
6-1 deficit.
Palmer hit a two-run homer
that landed on the street outside
the stadium. It was estimated at
418 feet, but looked like it went
further.
"Four-hundred-eighteen feet?"
Clark screamed. "The tale of the
tape must not measure in the
parking garage."
Paul Shucy allowed a two-run
single by Kevin Elster that made
it 6-5. Greer tied it with an RBI
single, and two runs scored when
Juan Gonzalez's grounder went
past Thome at third for a twobase error.
Nagy, charged with five runs
on eight hits in 5 1-3 innings, got
his eighth no-decision in 12
starts. He started the season 11-1
but has only one victory since
June 15.

thing.
"Losses happen," Lofton said.
"People can't read too much into
this one. We went out and battled
and came back. But they battled,
too."
Greer was 3-for-6 and 8-for-14
in the series, including a 4-for-5
performance in the second game.
"Ever since he's been in the
three-hole, he's been hitting
every pitch on the nose," Texas
manager Johnny Oates said.
"Where do you put the
defense?"
John Burkett had his first bad
outing since the Rangers acquired
him in a trade from the Florida
Marlins on Aug. 8. After allowing only two earned runs in his
first two starts for the Rangers,
Burkett was rocked for six runs
on eight hits in 3 1-3 innings.
Charles Nagy had allowed four

GB
12
2i h
22
28
GB
—
A
4
44
144
GB
—
7.4
4
134

1-2).

205 pm
Cincinnati (Smiley 11-10) al Atlanta (Wade 4-0).
610 pm
Fhttiburgh (Lutz/ 0-0) at Houston (Ails 10-7).
705 p m
Philadelphia (66 WIllarre 4-11) at Los Angeles
(Maack) 7-7), 9.05 pm
Montreal(Fawn, 12-7) at San F FRMOSCO (Watson 11-10), 905 p
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
Cincinnati (Carrara 0-0 and Jarvis 6-5) at Ronda
(A Leiter 12-11 and Valdes 0-1), 2. 330 pm
Chicago (Trachsel 11-61 at Atlanta (11eddui
11-10), 640 pm
St. Louis (Osborne 10-8) at FioutI3n (10Ie 10-7),
705 pm
Pittsburgh (Lieber 5-4) al Colorado (Ritz 134).
605 pm
New York (Clark 12.9) st Los Angeles iMartInez
0-6). 905 pm
Philadelphia (1-4u51o1 1-4) at San Diego (Worrell
74). 905 p.m
Montreal (IA Leiter 7-10) at San Francisco (Gard
rim 10-5). 906 pm

•Colorado...
FROM PAGE 6
"I didn't execute on the
mound; they certainly executed at
the plate," said Benes. "There
are days where you don't have
good stuff early in the game and
you get away with it. That wasn't
the case tonight. They jumped on
everything."
Colorado chased Benes with
three runs in the third on two-out,
RBI singles by Reynoso and
Young and a run-scoring double
by Burks that made it 7-1.
Andres Galarraga's solo homer, his 36th, off reliever Danny
Jackson gave the Rockies an 8-1
lead in the fourth. The Cardinals
got as close as 8-2 on Ron Gant's
RBI groundout in the seventh.
Burks, who finished with three
hits and three RBIs, started the
Benes bashing with an RBI single

in the first, and Galarraga followed two batters later with a
single that nearly hit Benes in the
head and scored Walker.
"I was fortuantc that no balls
left the ballpark," Benes said.
"The ball Galarraga hit right
back up the middle, if it would
have hit my forehead, it would
probably have ricocheted out of
the ballpark. That was the hardest
hit ball of the night."
Vinny Castilla, who had been
1-for-13 against Benes, doubled
home Galarraga, and by the time
he got the third out, Boles had
surrendered more runs in one
inning than he had allowed in any
of his previous four starts. "It doesn't matter if you win
10 games in a row or 30 games in
a row. The only game that counts
is the game you are pitching,"
Benes said.
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1997 Chevrolet Lumina LS
Stock # 97002
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Saw and Save.
$19995
017 von

Choose the right investment for your hard-earned dollars. We want your
money to prow. and to be there when you need it. At Peoples First you're
assured orgetting the most from your money because:
• There are no maintenance fees for any Peoples First Savings
or CD products.
• Deposits are federally insured up lo $100.000.
• You can rely on friendly, experienced Peoples First
Customer Service Representatives to help you select the
account that is right for you.
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$45 Value Free
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1996 Chevrolet Astro

CURRENT INVESTMENT RATES
CD Term

Annual
Percentage Yield

Minimum
Balance

Stock #96476

5.21%

1

$500

9 Month
12 Month

5.52%

$500

18 Month

5.68%

$500

24 Month

6.13%

$500

30 Month

5.73%

$500

3 Year

5.83%

$500

040,9
$131

The annual percentage yields are accurate August 22-2A 1996 CD rnirtirrium balances
re required to open accounts and obtain the annual percentage yields For more
lalonnitioe call 1400-926-1201.

5.38%*APY
$50,000

Minimum Balance

Minimum Balance
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1 r36226

$2

1996 Chevrolet Corsica
Stock # 96107

PRIME INVESTMENT ACCOUNT
4.85%*APY
$20,000
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A penalty will be imposed for early withdrawal.
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Our best deal on a chain saw just got better. Purchase

'The Prior Investment Account annual percentage yields am accurate as of Aug 20
1996 and may change after the amains la opened The APY 2_53% with a minimum
balance lees than 120,(n) The risnirraim balance is required to obtain the annual
percentage yield Prirre Investment Account fees may reduce earnings

a Stihl 017 right now, and get this handy carrying
case and spare loop of chain, a $45 value, free.

111 Roples hist
Member FDIC

Chestnut St.
Murray

,.
AutoSTIH

753-2571
753-4110

'12I48288

All prices are after rebate They do not include taxes. Irtle or license Any manufacturer
to dealer incentives are retained by dealer

Available for a limited time only at participating Stihl Dealers

Murray Home B

SA31.

Number One Worldwide

AALLIND la( pnier - 665 5121

C4110111Y Maio South lbrior 4 Ilniwrri di 753 189
61Gra Pow mown .4 Plaaa - 117 5513 Sknnotlia - 851-3208
UEIN651011 Salem - 9911-3329 Copithland 911 1133
ALUSIAil Cahrrt City - 395834! &woo - 527 13.58
8kCSACIE11 Doentoon - 111 1107 imturkt(Ws 441 /3.8) Ione
- 141 1158
Soudomk - 441 1307 Ni/ alarrSuperrrnter - 441 /551 IlOst fnd 141•1189

WHATEVER IT TAKES, WE WANT TO BE YOUR CAR OR TRUCK COMPANY

nEppE
R3
0
r-

TOYOTA

II * isrry-tile
Gee CHEVROLET-OLDS-CADILLAC-GEO-TOYOTA
2400 E. Wood St.

Paris, TN

(901)642-3900

410
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Social Security representative
to be at public library Tuesday
A representative from the Mayfield Social Security office will be
in Murray at the Calloway County
Public Library on Tuesday. Aug.
27, 10:30 a.m. until 12:30 p.m.
A person should contact Social
Security:

A&A AUTO
RENTAL
• Daily & %seek Iv Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call I. s For Rates

Holland Motor Sales
513 S. 12th St.

753-4461

DEATHS

•Before getting his or her first
job, because a Social Security number is required to get proper Social
Security credit for earnings. Employers are required to examine a
person's Social Security card. Be
sure to apply for a number at least
two weeks before it will be needed.
•After a death in the family to see
If survivor benefits can be paid.
.When someone in the family is
disabled, to find out if disability
benefits can be paid.
•At retirement — at 65 for full
rate benefits or as early as 62 for
reduced benefits. Sign up for Medicare 2 or 3 months before 65 even if
there are no plans for retirement.
•Anyone with a question or with a
report to make prior to the representative's visit to the library may
telephone the Mayfield Social Security office at 247-8095.

CORRECTION
.ess

The effective dates for
D&T's Wednesday ad
are as follows:

.25gT

Winfred (Red)Paschall
The funeral for Winfred (Red) Paschall will be today at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of McEvoy Funeral Home, Paris, Tenn. The Rev. Joseph
Walker will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Roland Alexander, Marcus Alexander, Robert
Newcomb, David Wrye, Kyle Spurgeon and Gary Paschall. Burial will
follow in Puryear City Cemetery.
Mr. Paschall, 76, Robert Paschall Road, Puryear, Tenn., died Monday afternoon, Aug. 19, 1996, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Katie Paschall Budd and husband, Russ, Naples, Fla.; four sons, Don Paschall and Jim Paschall
and wife, Sandy, Puryear, Tenn., Rex Paschall and wife, June,
Covington, Tenn., and Ray Paschall and wife, Judy, Hazel; one sister,
Mrs. Anne Courson, Lakewood, Colo.; three brothers, Buford Paschall, Greenwood, Ind., E.L. Hughes, Tampa, Fla., and Billy Paschall,
Memphis, Tenn.; 10 grandchildren, Julie Spurgeon, Shane Paschall,
Randi Paschall, Justin Paschall, Hannah Paschall, Tyler Paschall,
Rebecca Paschall, Daniel Budd, Rachel Budd, and Emily Budd; one
great-grandchild, Blake Spurgeon; cousin, Marcy Katherine Bucy,
Puryear, Tenn.
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LOSE WEIGHT- INCREASE ENERGY
One Capsule
A Day...

Mae Your Order Now!

Call
1-800-769-9955

Wefght Loss Sytte

in Burning Fat
•Controls Appetite

'29 95

ONLY

• ph,in

FREE

•Increases Energy

Shipping

PADUCAH MORE ENERGY CENTER
2830 Lone Oak Rd.. Chelsea Sq.. Suite 3 Paducah. KY 42003
Hours: Nlonda-Frida 8:00-12:00
Investments Since 1854.

Stock Market Report
Dow Jones Ind. Avg.5707.57 + 17.75
DJIA Previous Close
3689.82
44
Air Products................. 551/s unc K-Mart..... ..................._103/4 unc
A T & T54114 • 114 K U Energy.
293/s unc
Bell South
+ 1/s Kroger .._......-.-........
+ 1/s
Briggs & Stratton........ 431/4 • 3/• L G & E..-......-............23s/s unc
Mattel
Bristol Myers Squibb ...88¼ - 3/s
CBT Corp. Ky.*
11 B 22 A N1cDonalds -.................471/2 + 1/4
Chrysler
.............30',. + 1/2 Merck
.....
+ 3/s
Dean Foods..-............ 243/4 unc
221/4
Exxon
831/2 + 3/1 Peoples First* ._...21 1/2 B 221/4 A
Ford Motor..-........... 331/2 unc Quaker Oats_...........
+ 1/4
General Electrk
.841/4 + 1/4 Schering-Plough
561/1 + 1/s
Sears
Genical Motors
461/4 + 1/4
. Goodrich
371/4 + 1/8 Texaco
911/4 + 1/4
Goodyear ........._....... 471/4 + 1/s Time Warner
341/s + 1/4
1 B
+ 3/4
30'/s - 3/4
Ingersoll Rand
-451/s - 1/3 Wal-Mart.
..27 + 1/s
'1141114ni Lyons Is S markwl maker WI trus stock
UNC price uochenged
Hilliard Lyons
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-3366

Prices as of 9 a.m.

HIWARD
LYONS

Our Best Investment Is
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Funeral rites for Mark Anthony Hargrove will be Friday at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of Miller Funeral Home of Murray. The Rev. Randy Lee
will officiate. Burial will follow in Elm Grove Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home.
Mr. Hargrove, 37, Rt. 3, Murray, died Monday, Aug. 19. 1996, at
10:30 p.m. at Vanderbilt Hospital, Nashville, Tenn.
Born July 1, 1959, he was the son of Thelma Colson Hargrove and
Walter Hargrove who died June 13, 1996. One sister, Shirley Smith,
and two brothers, Eddie Hargrove and Donnie Hargrove, also preceded him in death.
Survivors include his fiancee, Renca Story, Murray; one son,
Anthony Hargrove, and his mother, Mrs. Thelma Colson Hargrove,
Murray; one sister, Mrs. Tammy Myers and husband, Larry, Atlanta,
Ga.; three brothers, Jimmy Hargrove and Phillip Hargrove and wife,
Brenda, Almo, and Craig Hargrove and wife, Gina, Murray.

United Way gift helps
Because of your gift to United
Way Murray-Calloway County
local Spouse Abuse Center was able
to help "Helen."
Helen is 60 years old and has
endured many years of physical and
verbal abuse in her troubled married
life.
In a recent letter. Helen noted:
"Thank God there are people like
the staff at the Spouse Abuse Center. And a place where women like
myself can feel safe and receive the
help they need. Not only someone to

Po'

listen and counseling, but someone
to help in rebuilding our self-esteem
and getting on with our lives...
When I passed through the posts at
the shelter, it felt as if a great weight
had been lifted off my shoulders and
I knew I was safe once more."
Your gift helps the Spouse Abuse
Center provide safety and counseling to women like Helen as well as
helping other United Way agencies
to do meaningful work. It makes all
of us who give to the United Way
feel good about giving.

CLASSIF1E
12.iiP1

Loyd C. Hargrove, 66, Cadiz, died Wednesday, Aug. 21, 1996, at
11:45 a.m. at his home.
A retired bus driver and farmer, he was a member of Donaldson
Creek Baptist Church. His wife, Mrs. Anna Mae Fox Hargrove, one
son, Loyd Hargrove Jr., and his parents, Wesley Almerine Hargrove
and Sadie Ellen Garland Hargrove, preceded him in death.
Survivors include four daughters, Mrs. Diane Dixon, Douglasville,
Ga., Mrs. Sharon Finley and Mrs. Ella Mae Knight, Trigg County, and
Mrs. Eva Fernandez, Marietta, Ga.; one son, Jerry Hargrove, Cadiz;
two sisters, Mrs. Susie Wyatt and Mrs. Lucille Underhill, Trigg County; five brothers, Floyd, Henry and Clarence Hargrove, Cadiz, Marcus
Hargrove, Murray, and Rudy Hargrove, West Plains, Mo.; nine grandchildren; two great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Friday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Goodwin Funeral Home, Cadiz. The Rev. Elijah Balentine and the Rev. Wade Kennedy will officiate. Burial will follow in Hicks Cemetery in the Land
Between the Lakes.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 4 p.m. today (Thursday).
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of donations to Pennyroyal Hospice Inc., 1821 E. 9th St., Hopkinsville, KY 42240.
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Contest winners named
WKMS 91.3 FM has announced
the winners in their "Music and
Words" essay contest. The contest,
for children in grades K-6, was held
in July as part of the summer
reading programs at the MurrayCalloway County, Marshall County
and Paducah Public Libraries. It
was made possible by a grant from
the Corporation for Public Broadcasting.
The first place winners at each
library received a personal CD
player donated by Lowrance Sound,

Mark Anthony Hargrove

Your product will ha innilad within
24 hours upon receipt of payment

•Boosts Metabolism

Loyd C. Hargrove

Mrs. Morelle Henry, 80, Arnett Lane, Murray, died Wednesday,
Aug. 21, 1996, at 7:30 a.m. at her home.
One brother, Dyrus Stubblefield, preceded her in death. Born Sept.
28, 1915, in Calloway County, she was the daughter of the late Porter
Stubbblefield and Grace McClain Stubblefield.
Mrs. Henry had been a member of Green Plain Church of Christ for
40 years.
Survivors include her husband, M.W. (Dub) Henry, to whom she
was married on Nov. 7, 1942; two daughters, Mrs. Dorothy Cook and
husband, Donald, Murray, and Mrs. Linda Cole and husband, Bob,
Austin, Texas; one son, Max Henry and wife, Wanda, Murray; two
sisters, Mrs. Altie Garrison and husband, Cassell, and Mrs. Laurene
Hall and husband, Starkie, and two brothers, Charles L. Stubblefield
and wife, Marguritte, and Bill Stubblefield and wife, Jimmie, all of
Murray; three grandchildren, Tracy Roberts and husband, Eric, Jennifer Thorn and husband, Michael, and LaDawn Hale and husband,
Shaun; three stepgrandchildren, Brian Cook and wife, Sandra, Timmy
Cook and wife, Tina, and Scott Cook and wife, Selena; one greatgrandchild; four stepgreat-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Friday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman & York Funeral Home. Virgil Hale and Henry Hargis will
officiate. Burial will follow in Hicks Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 6 p.m. tonight
(Thursday).
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•Assists the Body

Mrs. Morelle Henry

Caroline Jetton Perkins, formerly of
Mayfield, completed the requirements for a Doctor of Education In
Music Education from the University
of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. Perkins received a Bachelor of Music
Education degree from Murray State
University and a Master of Music
degree with concentration In OrffSchulwerli from the University of
Memphis (formerly Memphis State
University). She was an Ott Music
Specialist in the Memphis City
Schools and was an Instructor at
Illinois State University before accepting a position as assistant professor of music at DePauw University in Greencastle, Indiana. Perkins
will teach courses In music education at DePauw University. Perkins is
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Elgin Jetton of Mayfield. She and her
husband, Scott (formerly of Mayfield), will reside In Greencastle, Ind.

Uri
Nodes

Inc. of Union City,Tennessee. They
are Lauren Cooper from Marion,
Ind., who is visiting her grandparents Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Cooper
of Paducah,Carrie Radke of Murray
and Ashley Henson of Benton.
Lauren's essay was judged to be the
best of the contest.
Second and third place winners
received CDs courtesy of Delos
Records of Hollywood. They are
Whitney Latham of Paducah, Calla
Murdock and Lauren Clemson of
Murray, Hillary Stevenson of
Calvert City and Laura Renee Beasley of Benton.
The first place award of $500 for
computer supplies and equipment
for the library with the best essay
went to the Paducah Public Library.
The second place award of$250 for
the library with the most participants went to Calloway County and
the third place award of $125 went
to Marshall County.
The Music and Words contest
was coordinated by WKMS Classical Music Director Margaret Hunt.
She was assisted by Dr. Pamela
Wurgler of the-Rurray State Music
Department and Tina Schlabach,
flutist with the Owensboro Symphony Orchestra.
The contest introduced the children to examples of classical music.
They were then asked to discuss
their reactions. Children in grades
4-6 wrote brief essays; children in
grades K-3 made comments which
were recorded on tape.
91.3 FM WKMS's 100,000 watt
signal covers far western Kentucky
and pans of surrounding states. The
station features in-depth news,classical music,jazz, blues and folk and
bluegrass.
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Copiers so cost efficient, they save you
$350 before you plug them in.
41111111.0 productivity with
affordability by offering you a rebate
on two of our most productive
copiers Buy the NP 6025 or
NP 6030 copier and for a limited
time you'll get a certificate worth
$350 You can use it toward the
purchase price of the model you
choose or, if .you prefer, related
supplies or service

Of course a rebate isn't the only

Whichever model you choose, you

feature that makes these copiers
cost efficient Both the 25 copyper minute NP 6025 and the

get a level of reliability that will make
your whole office more productive

30 copy-per-minute NP 6030 give
you an array of productive features
while giving you a modular solution
to your copying needs now and
into the future And both are
ENERGY STAR' compliant

So come see the Canon NP 6025
and NP 6030 and connect yourself
with this great rebate offer

BUDGET BARN
FREE 100 Mile
Delivery & Set Up
Single 4' wide door
8 x 8
8 x 12
8 x 16
64 sq. ft. 96 sq. ft. 128 sq. ft.

$750 $950 $1,150
'Kentucky Sales Tax Now Included*

db.,#* Canon
MIONO••••••••••

1996 ENERGY STAR Cop*, Panne, al the Yell.

Treas Lumber Do-it Center
Bel-Air Shopping Center • Murray, KY
759-1390

627 Broadway
Paducah, KY 42001
1-800-227-4932

- Your Home Investment Company Since 1884Monday-Friday 7 a.m.-530 p.m.; Saturday 8 a.m.-4 p.m. Closed Sunday
Sale Prices Good at Murray Store Oalyt • Other Locations: Benton & lake City
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ADOPTION OF
RESOLUTION

NOTICE OF ADOPTION OF
RESOLUTION
The Calloway County Fire Protection
District e2 hereby gives nonce that the
Resolution whose title and a summary
thereof is set out below was adopted by the
Board of Directors at a meeting held on
August 12, 1996 at the offices of the Calloway County Fire Protection District 02,
Calloway County, Kentucky.

A RESOLUTION OF CALLOWAY
COUNTY FIRE PROTECTION DISTRICT #5 RELATING TO THE ISSUANCE AND SALE OF ITS KENTUCKY AREA DEVELOPMENT DISTRICTS FINANCING TRUST LEASE
PROGRAM REVENUE BONDS, 1996
SERIES F IN THE AGGREGATE
PRINCIPAL AMOUNT OF UP TO
$4,900,000, TO FINANCE THE
COSTS OF ESTABLISHING THE
KENTUCKY AREA DEVELOPMENT
DISTRICTS FINANCING TRUST
1996 LEASING PROGRAM AND
FUND A DEBT SERVICE RESERVE
FUND IN CONNECTION THEREWITH;AUTHORIZING THE SALE OF
THE BONDS; APPROVING AND AUTHORIZING THE EXECUTION AND
DELIVERY OF AN INDENTURE IN
CONNECTION THEREWITH; AND
RELATED MATTERS

A RESOLUTION OF CALLOWAY
COUNTY FIRE PROTECTION DISTRICT *2 RELATING TO THE ISSUANCE AND SALE OF ITS KENTUCKY AREA DEVELOPMENT DISTRICTS FINANCING TRUST LEASE
PROGRAM REVENUE BONDS, 1996
SERIES E IN THE AGGREGATE
PRINCIPAL AMOUNT OF UP TO
$4,900,000, TO FINANCE THE

This Resolution authorizes the issuance
of the bonds identified in the title hereto up
to the amounts identified in the title. The
bonds are being issued to provide funds for a
leasing program established by the Kentucky Area Development Districts Financing Trust, a Kentucky trust, to finance
public projects for governmental agencies in
Kentucky. The Resolution approves a form
of Trust Indenture, Notice of Bond Sale,
Official Terms and Conditions of Bond Sale
and Official Bid Form relating to the bonds
and authorizes the Chairman and Secretary
to approve other agreements and take actions relating to the issuance of the bonds.
The bonds do not constitute an indebtedness
or general obligation of the District and are
payable solely and only from the Trust
Estate created by the aforesaid Trust Indenture. The full text ofthis Resolution,including all documents approved thereby, is
available for inspection during business
hours at the office of the Attorney for the
District, Hopkins and Associates,405 Maple
Street, Suite B, Murray, Kentucky, 42071.

This Resolution authorizes the issuance
of the bonds identified in the title hereto up
to the amounts identified in the title. The
bonds are being issued to provide funds for a
leasing program established by the Kentucky Area Development Districts Financing Trust, a Kentucky trust, to finance
public projects for governmental agencies in
Kentucky. The Resolution approves a form
of Trust Indenture, Notice of Bond Sale,
Official Terms and Conditions of Bond Sale
and Official Bid Form relating to the bonds
and authorizes the Chairman and Secretary
to approve other agreements and take actions relating to the issuance of the bonds.
The bonds do not constitute an indebtedness
or general obligation of the District and are
payable solely and only from the Trust
Estate created by the aforesaid Trust Indenture. The full text ofthis Resolution,including all documents approved thereby, is
available for inspection during business
hours at the office of the Attorney for the
District, Hopkins and Associates,405 Maple
Street, Suite B, Murray, Kentucky, 42071.

COSTS OF, ESTABLISHING THE
KENTUCKY AREA DEVELOPMENT
DISTRICTS FINANCING TRUST
1996 LEASING PROGRAM AND
FUND A DEBT SERVICE RESERVE
FUND IN CONNECTION THEREWITH;AUTHORIZING THE SALE OF
THE BONDS; APPROVING AND AUTHORIZING THE EXECUTION AND
DELIVERY OF AN INDENTURE IN
CONNECTION THEREWITH; AND
RELATED MATTERS

/s/ Shirley Burgess
Secretary

/s/ Mildred Smith
Secretary

••••••

n2o

The following programs are offered to secondary students: Retailing, Food Technology,
Collison Repair Technology, Auto Technology, Industrial Processes and Carpentry.
Licensed Practical Nursing is offered to
post-secondary or adult students.
Adults enrolled in a full time vocational
program must pay a $20 application fee and
$150 quarterly tuition. For more information on programs contact Dr.Sandra Parks,
Principal at the KY Tech-Murray/Calloway
Co. Area Technology Center.
Mission Statement: The primary mission of
the Murray-Calloway Co. Area Technology
Center is to provide exploratory and preparatory education and training opportunities
for a diverse group of secondary students.
Given the technological demands of the
workplace,this institution strives to achieve
and maintain current industry standards.
Students will be taught the skills necessary
to make the transition into postsecondary/
college education programs or directly into
the workforce. In addition, this institution
provides education and training to postsecondary students in the licensed practical
nursing program. A high priority is placed
on instilling a well developed work ethic and
leadership skills. Through regional services,
total student needs are addressed in areas of
assessment, guidance, cooperative education, placement and student financial assistance.

.441111
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1RANSPORTAlION
Motorcycles
/Auto Services
Auto Ports
... Used Cars
Vans
WWI Trucks
COmpers
Boats & Motors

Wed
Enke

NOTICE OF

KY Tech-Murray/Calloway Co. Area Technology Center does not discriminate on the
basis of sex, race, disability, color, religion,
marital status, national origin or age in its
programs, activities or employment practices. Inquiries regarding compliance may
be directed to Rhanda Miller, Coordinator of
Title DC, Title VI, Section 504 and ADA for
the KY Tech-Murray/Calloway Co. Area
Technology Center located at 1800 Sycamore, Murray, KY 42071, phone 502-7531870.

insurance
Exterminating
Ekainess Services
Heating & Cooling
Services Offered

*ass
20/20 WITHOUT GLASSESI- Sate, rapid, nonsurgical, permanent restoration 6-8 weeks. Airline
pilot developed. Doctor approved. Free information by
mail. 800-422-7320, ext.
213, 406-961-5570, fax
4 06 - 96 1 - 5 5 7 7 .
http://www visionfreedorn.
corn
Satisfaction
guraranteed
ALTERATIONS, Ruth's
See & Sew. 753-6981.

Tr
.

Alteration
Housecalls
(office calls)
• Convenient
• Fast
• Professional
Service

492-8256
Save this ad!
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Feature Of The Vieek
BACK-TO-SCHOOL
SPECIAL

Drawer Chests
Buy One Al $59.95
Get 2nd For

4

1/2 Price

PURDOM
Furniture& Mattress
Downtown Murray • 753-4872
DIABETICS (using insulin)Did you know Medicare (or
insurance) covers most
supplies/ Save money, call
800-633-2001 Liberty
Medical, satisfaction guaranteed No H M 0 Members Mention 12040
DISNEY area. 5 days. 4
hotel nights. Use any time
Value $320, sale $100
502-394-1918
FREE Pregnancy Tests
Utehouse 753-0700
HOUSt of Clothes, now
open Mon-Sat,9to 5,Sun 1
to 5 Nice consignment clothing $1.00 Buys mens,
women, children jeans,
sweaters, sweat shirts,
dresses 13 Miles from
Murray on Hwy 464 Call
489-2243 or 753-6981

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE
Available Thru Age 84.
Our most comprehensive policy pays for
Skilled. Intermediate or
Custodial Care With
Medicare's new guide
lines for confinement
Nursing Home Insur
ance is more important
than ever

For fro*
Information cal:

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
"free local cism service'
I'LL pay you to lose weight.
Get paid to lose up to 30
pounds in 30 days. 100%
Natural. Doctor recommended. 800-334-8827.
MASSAGE To You is
pleased to announce Nfs
Terri Hamilton, MT. is
available Wednesdays
from 10arn-8pm for Massage Therapy. Call
753-3801, for an appt
PSORIASIS
SUFFERERS- New approved spray stops itchy
flaky, red skin or 100%
money back No side effects Works when everything else fans Call now
800-61-SPRAY
SHARE AMERICA WITHScandinavian, European.
South American, Asian,
Russian high school exchange students arriving
August. Become a host
family/AISE
Call
800-SIBLING.

BURIAL INSURANCE

Lost
And Found

AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
No Physical Examinations

LOST Ladies brown
leather wallet Bel Air Shopping Center wooly Sentimental value (W V visitor)
753-0936.

If you are in avenge health and can answer
no to a how questions you may qualify for preferred rates Below are a_lra monthly preferred
rates at different ages foi $4000 policy.
KALIL
811 61
14 15

FEMALE
.220
10.116
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Heavy Eou,ornem
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musco!
Miscellaneous
T V & Podio
Pets & Supplies

13 09
15 54
'933
2618

Premiums guaranteed NOT io increase

McCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY, INC.
908 SYCAMORE, MURRAY, KY
Local 7534199
Nationwide TOLL FREE 14004554155
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The Calloway County Fire Protection
District *5 hereby gives notice that the
Resolution whose title and a summary
thereof is set out below was adopted by the
Board of Directors at a meeting held on
August 18, 1996 at the offices of the Calloway County Fire Protection District *5,
Calloway County, Kentucky.

SERVICES
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230
260
290
530
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MURRAY LEDGER 8 TIMES

Hs
Wanted

Help
Wanted

ATTENTION OVER THE
ROAD DRIVERS- Excellent work environment, excellent pay running late
model conventionals, sided
flatbeds, all air ode Home
monst weekends, health
and life insurance, must be
23 years old, 1 year experience, CDL and good driving record required Call
800-444-6648

BUSY local office needs
data entry/ computer operator Must know Microsoft
Works or Word Prior
bookkeeping experience a
plus Job offers good work
environment, vacations.
personal days 401K Re
tdement, etc Salary commensurate with ability A
good job for the right per
son Respond in confi
dence to P0 Box 1040 D
Murray, KY 42071

ATTN . EXPERIENCED
TRUCK DRIVERS- Drive to
own!$0 down 78t all miles
OWnership possible in 18
months Average 10,000.
Mlles a month Company
drivers Newer equipment
Competitive pay and benefits Call. New Apple Lines,
800-843-8308
or
800-343-3384. Madison,
S D, Mon-Fri 8-5pm central Call!

BOWERS'
TRUCKING CO.
Is looking for qualified,
experienced drivers.
Reefer experience is a
plus!
We offer:
-25% Gross pay per
load.
.Stop Pay.
.Late Model Conventionals

If Interested,
please call
(502) 759-4009
AVON & AVON OUTLET
SALES. Earn more!
$10,000+ part/time plan.
Local support! Executive
support! (75% by telephone). Free shipping!
Free credit! 18 plus Independent representative,
800-735-5286.
AVON- Need money, be
smart. Start your own business Choose your hours.
Great earning's Call today
for your kit. Products at
cost Independent Representative. 800-881-6798.

Tobacco Workers Needed
10/1/96 - 12/21/96
75% time guarantee, all tools provided,
free housing to those beyond local recruiting area, transportation & subsistence paid when 1/2 contract met.
$6.00/hr. - cutting/housing. $5.54/hr. setting/stripping. Contact local State
Employment Service Office.

CAREER change Indivt
duals needed for Murray
expansion of sales coni
pany Training available
502 442-3239 Ask for
Melesa
COL, DRIVERS (Tractor
trailer)- Travel first class
with Werner Enterprises
Van, Flats, TCU's, OTR,
Regional and dedicated opportunities Full benefit
package First day health
and dental 401K Solo, all
teams and owner operators welcome, weekly
pay & settlements Paid
plates, tolls and scale tickets 800-346-2818

BUSINESS SIGNS OF ALL KINDS
CUSTOM FARM SKINS
MAGNETIC SIGNS
TRUCK - VAN - NORSE TRAILER
£.1i sous' a IMILMIX LETTERING

NIGH QUALITY • LOW PRICES FAST SERVICE

1dror-C.wsa
n.2.

es..21
v

Ilito"

Wiggins Furniture
isin,, 195s)

CHILDREN BACK TO
SCHOOL?- Enjoy flexible
hours and good money,
part or full-time, greeting
neighbors in your community Call 800-428-5068_
CHRISTMAS AROUND
THE WORLD/HOUSE OF
LLOYD- Home base party
plan. Hiring positions for
1996 fall season Work on
commission, free training,
serious
calls
800-264-2166
COLORTYME is now hiring Full time position includes delivery, rental return, and customer service
Great entry level position
with opportunity for advancement. Candidate
must be hard working, honest and have a good driving
record. Above average pay
and benefits available
Apply in person at Colortyme in Murray

a -DRIVERS, EXPERIENCED OR INEXPERIENCED DRIVERS Please come and see us at
the KY State Fair. East
Wing, Booth 838 National
Distributors. Experienced
call 800-999-4944 Inexperienced 888-582-1111

COVENANT
TRANSPORT- All conventional fleet. 435 Detroit 9
speed Drybox/reefer, avg
run 1850 miles, benefits- All
the good stuff. Exp
800-441-4394. Grad student 800-338-6428

b-DRIVERS- M S. Carriers,
6 month recent OTR exp.,
26t per mile, benefits,
home 6-10 days, assigned
equipment, rider policy,
training academy available
Call today 800-231-5209.

c-DRIVERS, OTR Tuition
free training for OTR driven No experience necessary earn up to $540 per
week Classes starting every Monday Must be 21
http Pwww crst corn CRST.
800-504-2778

hwy. hail N. - Across from
Memorial Gardens

753-4566
Op. n. Aion.-Sat. 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Free !Miser) and Financing :tiailahle
it'lure Quality Mew': Carry A High Price

Mention this ad. We'll pay the tax.

f
OVERING
CARPET & FL
iCPOI
LPC—
Doing it right duo first dins costs
kiss than doing it over.
First Quality carpet, hardwood, tile & vinyl

WE STAND BEHIND OUR WORK
30 Years Experience

mun"

Jim Knight Sibs & Instalistion TT, Tow Rd
Jay Knight
Web Knight
Hwy. 641 - 1 1/1 Miles South of Murray to
kaai, KY
Tom Taylor Road Right 1500 yards

753-7728

Classifieds
Office Open

[--

--I
--I

7:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Closed Saturday

Sept.
8th
Show off your grandchildren by inserting their photo in the
Murray Ledger & Times, Saturday. September 7. 1996.

COUPON
Please insert my grandchild(s) photo In
your paper. (Photo enclosed)
Name

of Child

Orin
Help
Warded

Name of

1.000 WEEKLY stuffing en
veiopes Free info Send
self addressed stamped
envelope to Express Dept
96, 100 East Whitestone
Blvd Suite 148-345, Cedar
Park Tx 78613
ACCEPTING applications
for daytime clerk FuN & part
time, also 2-8pm clerk
Apply in person at Ropers
Donut Shop 1409W Main,
Murray
ANSWER
Phone.
$9.25/hr Part time Murray
area Flexible hours No
experience necessary
1 317-624 3989

Grandparents

Enclosed is $7.00 1st picture - $5.00 each
additional picture and stamped. selfaddressed envelope for return of picture.

Hsyloy Donlon* Erikson
Grandparents
Craig & Karen Covert
Joyce King
Oar! King

Bring in by September 4
(12 noon) to be published
September 7

Send photo, Dimir.LALgoildpilLCLIIA._LIALUG_astaid.
(maximum of 4 lines) self-addressed envelope for
return of original photo and payment to:

T

hh.

Ledger &Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
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Hs
Wonted

Help
Wanted
DAY shin help wanted
Apply at Dutch Essenhaus
Cafeteria 753 2334
DAY waitress Apply in person,Ann's Country
Kitchen, Hazel, KY
44

DEPENDABLE nonsmoking babysitter needed
part orhe .tor 15mo old
753-9270, Murray/ Almo
area
DRIVERS, EOE- Experienced flatbed drivers earn
more money, bonuses,
home regularly, great
equipment 1 year OTR, 24
years of age Mavenck
Transportation Inc
800 289 1100
DRIVERS- Multi fleet
owner leased to Dallas &
Mavis needs drivers Eraoy
excellent pay and be
treated with respect Have
some fun in life Call
800-245-2442

ay.

OTR
DRIVERS,
TRACTOR/TRAILER
DRIVERS Company &
lease purchase opportunities for those who qualify
Company drivers up to 28c
per mile Lease purchase
0% down Late model walk
ins Call Artic Express
800-927-0431
DRIVERS, OVER THE
ROAD 35 states Flat with
sides, late model convenbonals,3 years experience
Start 304 mile plus benefits
Call 804 444 6648
DRIVERS REGIONAL
Home
FLATBEDweekends, family medical
or dental, satellite
equipped Paid vacations,
401K, $32,000+ annually.
One year OTR required.
Phone applications accepted. Wabash Valley
800-246-6305.
DRIVERS- Solos, teams,
grads Top pay to start
loaded or empty. Pay for
experience. Benefits.
401K Assigned equipment. 22, CDL 'A'
800-633-0550, 7 days, ext
EB-9.
DRIVERS (Trucking)
NEED A CHANGE?
J B Hunt needs drivers
Even new drivers average
$2,000 + a month 1st year.
Inexperienced? Call:
800-2JB-HUNT, ExperCall ienced?
800-368-8538 EOE, Drug
screen

EXPERIENCED carpenter
needed for residential con
structon in Murray area
Must be ambitious Call
_
436-2766
EXPERIENCED TV & VCR
technician needed Excellent pay. bonuses & other
benefits Send resume to
P.O Box 3203, Paducah,
KY 42002-3203
FIREFIGHTERS No experience necessary Paid
training with excellent benefits Paid relocation to HS
diploma grads ages 17-34
Call 800-284 6289
FRIENDLY TOYS &
GIFTS- Has openings for
dealers No cash investment' Fantastic toys Ex
dusrve gifts, home decor,
Christmas items Call for
catalog and information
800-488-48757
FULL time office manager
for insurance office, computer experience required
Salary negotiable based
upon experience Send to
P0 Box 1040 T, Murray,
KY 42071
IVES
HAROLD
TRUCKING Is hiring drivers Free driver training if
you qualify Students welcome Experience pay up
to 264 per mile Excellent
benefits 800-842-0853
HELP wanted to cut tobacco Ph 492-8364
$8/per hour
LOCAL business seeking
full time computer service
techniaan Send resume
w/salary requirement & re
ferences to P0 Box 1040
E, Murray, KY 42071
LOCAL construction company seeking full charge
accounting clerk Bong or
mail resume to Lassiter
Plaster Co,601 N 4th, Murray, KY 42071

LOOKING to find, 2-3 individuals Professional. Business minded For Murray
expansion of west coast
Call
company.
800-574-3075 for appt

NO Joke Tired of answering ridiculous and misleading ads? Well I am tired of
interviewing people who
don't have a clue about
responsibility for dedicaaon! I need a few qualified
people who can step up
and help me run this office.
502-442-3075 ask for
Jaime

$600-$800 PER WEEK
WITH- No experience
necessary! Now hiring indi- PAPA John's Pizza now
viduals interested in be- hiring delivery drivers Earn
coming professional truck up to $8 per hour Must be
drivers with training assis- 18 years old, have dean
tance available Call: driving record, and reliable
car Apply in person.
800-467 3806

Closeout Sale
On All 1996 Models
Shop and Compare
Many To Choose From.

Best Home Center
Camden, TN

901-584-2009

WestMew
NURSING

HOME

Nursing Assistant,
West View Nursing Home is a superior rated, 174
bed Medicare certified nursing facility affiliated with
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The nursing assistant is responsible for providing quality resident
care. Nurse aid certification preferred but not required. Pay commensurate with experience Certified
nursing assistant training program available
West view offers excellent benefits including health
and life insurance and paid vacation and sick days
Full-time positions are available on the 7-3 •
and 11-7 shifts.
Please obtain an application In the business
office or contact Gwen Pruitt, Staff
Development Coordinator at 767-3665.
moom*.mommommom502/531304
1401 SOUTH 16th STREET MURRAY

KENTUCKY 42071

POSITION VACANCY
The City of Murray has the following
vacancy listed:
Maintenance Worker
Position:
(Prunanly responsible for yard repair)

Department:

Natural Gas Division

Salary Range: Salary depending on experience
56.97/hour minimum plus benefit package which includes
health insurance, retirement plan,
sick & vacation days
Job applications and descriptions for the above
listed position are available at the City Clerk's
office located at 5th & Poplar Streets in the City
.
Hall Building.
Deadline for accepting applications is 500 p m
on Wednesday. August 28, 1996.

The City a Murray la an Equal
Opportunity Employer. Drug screening will
be required of ill applicants.

NOW hiring cooks, dm
hwashers. & waitresses
Apply in person Knoths
Bar-B-Oue
PART time mystery shoppers needed for local
stores $10.25 plus/hour.
Free products, tree food
and more. Call now
818-759-6542.
POSTAL jobs. Good career
opportunity plus benefits,
for inforMation call
818-764-9048 ext 7078
RATE Soap Operas, Talk
Shows, News and more by
watching TV for pay.
$10 25/hr Now hiring for
area
local
1 313 927 2803
SIRLOIN Stodtade hiring
dishwashers & fountain
servers Apply in person,
Bel Air Shopping Center
SOMEONE to stay with elderly lady, nights for room,
board & salary, 94E, 13
miles. 474-8040 days,
753-7581 nights
SONIC of Murray is now
accepting applications for
the position of Assistant
Manager Successful applicant should have 1-5yrs
experience in fast food
management and be able
to work days, nights, and
weekends Advancement
is possible. Apply in person
from 9arn-5pm at Sonic of
Murray. 217S 12th St, Murray, KY. Ask for Richard
No phone 'calls please.
SPORTABLE Scoreboards
needs a part time person
for sales & customer MKvice No experience necessary. Call 759-1600 after
3pm, ask for Stephanie.
TELEMARKETERS
wanted Salary or commission No experience necessary, but helpful. Apply in
person only No phone calls
please Signs & Signs, Inc ,
109 Pryor St. Mayfield
See Lori Turner
THE National Scouting Museum is accepting applications for employment in its
outdoor Gateway Challenge Course Weekdays &
weekends in August,
weekends only in September and October. Please
call 502-762-3383,
1-800-303-3047 or come
by the Museum Offices to
apply
WENDY'S now hiring sandwich makers, register operators & night time closers
Must be able to work
weekends. Apply in person,
before llam or after 2pm.
Ask to speak to anianager.
070
Domestic
& Childcare
Al housecleaning. Victoria, Julie Lamb.
436-2102
CAROL'S Custom Cleaning Home and office services Reasonable rates.
Bonded, reliable. For more
information please call,
753-9351 ask for Carol.
CLEANING houses is my
business. Reliable Call
Linda 759-9553.
EXPERIENCED cleaning
partnership looking for additional houses/ offices in
Murray or Benton. Leave
message, 436-2222.
HOME & Office cleaning.
Daily, weekly, summer
cleaning. Ph Valerie,
759-5021.
WILL do house cleaning.
Have references. Call
474-2131 leave message.
WILL take care of elderly
people during the day in
New Concord, 436-2056.
100

Business
OccorlunftY
BE YOUR OWN BOSSEarn $2500 part-time,
$8,030 full time per month,
processing insurance
claims for healthcare providers Software purchase
required plus computer Financing available
800 722 SAMS
CAREER FRUSTRATED?
NEED ADDITIONAL INCOME? Earn serious money in spare time working
from your home For more
information phone,
502-354 8008
DECORATING
FRANCHISE- International
company Flexible hours,
we train, no experience
necessary National brands
or window coverings and
carpets etc from $5,800.
Call 800-936-3325
EXCITING
OPPORTUNITY Attention
networking pica, get in on
the ground floor Call
800 2 1 3 - 908 5
(PINS3032PRL)

110
Pubils
Sae

For Rem
Or Lame

Iiitmeleneaue

Yar
486DX 100 COMPUTER.
sound card CD-ROM,
8meg memory, 1 208 Hard
Drive, 14 SUGA monitor,
HP ckislyet 600c, computer
desk, $900 435-4434

STEEL BUILDINGS SALE
5,000+ sizes 30x40x10
$4,835 40x60x14. $8,819
50 x60x 12 $9,512
50x100x16 $15,670
60x80x14 $14,290.
60x100x16 $17,619 Quality service Free brochures
Sentinel Buildings.
800 327 0790 extension
79

COMPUTER, 386, 500
meg HD, 5 meg of MEM,
color monitor, Windows
3 1, Microsoft office, great
for school work & Internet
$500 obo 767-9456
USED furniture & apWasher, dryers,
pliances
IBM Thinkpad 360 cse
notebook, 540mb HD, ref, ranges air cond. TV's
20mb RAM, color screen, Wood chairs, chest, dress
era, desk lamps, student
$2500. 753-9079.
desk George E Hodge,
USED computers, bought 806 Coldwater Rd
and sold 767-0858
WOLFF TANNING BEDSat home Buy direct
Tan
1 10
Commercial or
savel
and
win
home units from $19900
To Buy
Low monthly payments
ANTIQUES by the piece or Free color catalog Call tocollections 753-9433 day day 800-842-1305
or night
ANTIQUES Entire estates
or 1 piece Call Larry Elkins
492 8646 days, 753-1418
evenings

GE washer & Norge gas
dryer, $25/ea 753-6674

BOOKS, CD's, tapes, mowasher & dryer.
vies, NES-SEGA Genesis, LARGE
$100 for both 759-4512,
Playboy magazines, detecask for Andy or leave a
tive magazines. Cash or
message
trade 2-1. Booktrader, opposite Penneys, Mayfield.
160
251-3233.
Nome
CASH for GI JOE toys, old
Furnishings
or new. 753-7185.
24*ORMAL cherry finish
CASH paid for good, used end tables, excellent condirifles, shotguns, and pis- tion, $75/ea. 753-6941 aftols Benson Sporting ter 5pm.
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
BOX springs & mattress,
Murray.
$25 full set. Shoney's Inn,
PORTABLE welder, 1503 N 12th, Murray, KY.
200arnp or larger. Tandem
flat trailer, 14-20ft long. BROWN & beige plaid sofa,
901-584-6288, or brown recliner, good condition, $150/both. 436-5870.
901-642-0475.
WANTED: Old handwork: WE at Carraway Furniture
crochet, cut-work, embroid- would like to say thank you
for all your years of patronery, etc. 753-3332.
age with a special appreciWE buy Army Surplus ation sale. Through the
759-4490
month of Aug. save on all in
stock living room, bedroom,
ISO
and dining room suites. Recliners, roll-a-ways, bedAMON
ding and accessories. Your
Per Sale
business has made our
2- 19 COLOR N's, excel- business grow & we apprelent working condition, ciate you! 105 N 3rd,
$65/ea or best offer. 753-1502.
753-2635.
190
2 TRUCKLOADS of salFann
vaged building materials.
Equipment
Sorting thru it now!Come &
see. Paschall Salvage, V.
14F1' Krause disk, 4 row
mile from Hazel on 641.
cultivator. 502-753-7845.
498-8964.
1967 CHEVROLET grain
5x10, 2 WHEEL bit bed
truck, 13'4'Midwest bed &
trailer New tires,$400, Call
hoist. Call 492-8566.
492-8248 after 5pm or
leave msg anytime.
200
75' METAL fence with 2
Sports
gates, $50. You take down.
Equipment
489-2425.
1 SET Titleist DTR, 1- sw,
a-STEEL BUILDINGS- stiff shaft, approx 6yrs old,
Commercial, agricultural,.. good shape, $200.1 Set of
arena's, barns, garages. Yamaha SX- 25 irons,
shops, mini-storage ware- 3-pw. Brand new, Hal Suthouses, do-it-yourself or ton grind tour blades,$250.
full erection, clear span Call Ricky at 759-4264.
buildings to 160 feet, call
GUNS, buy, sell, trade.
800-804-3869.
436-5650
COMPLETE 18' DSS
SATELLITE SYSTEM- HANDGUNS, Rifles, ShotBest price ever! Starting at guns, Quality Leather Hol$16 a month (W.A.C.) Free sters, Arnmos & Access
programming. All major BHB Firearms 436-2980
credit cards accepted. Call LIKE new treadmill
now! 800-299-2225.
753-2611
COMPUTER DX286, IBM SKI MACHINE. Call after 6,
compatible, $200. Zenith 759-9839.
camcorder, $350. Girls 24'
mountain bike, $85. SOLOFLEX w/butterfly &
leg attachments. Like new,
753-0789.
$800. 502-759-2051.
CONSOLE tv, $100, a/c
window unit, $75, kerosene WANT to buy. Pro-Rider or
heater, $75 Contemporary similar type exercise masectional, $200, riding chine. 489-2741.
mower, $275. 753-6709.
COOKWARE- We stopped
doing dinner parties Beautiful 17 piece, 7 ply surgical
stainless steel, waterless
set! Retail $1396.50, now
$396.50! Free $495 encyclopedia set or Franciscan
china! 800-434-4628!
LARGE linoleum remnants,
room size. Sacrifice prices,
while they last Paschall
Salvage, '4 mile from
Hazel on 641. 498-8964.
LOG HOMES- Design services. Free brochure. Honest Abe Log Homes, 3855
Clay County Highway,
Dept. CK, Moss, Tennessee 38575. 800-231-3695.
NO Payment, No Interest
until Jan of 1997. Or low
7.9% interest on all Cub
Cadet lawn & garden tractors Lambs Small Engine,
Industrial Rd. 753-2925.
NORDICTRACK Pro,
$350 753-9475
PEEL & stick floor tile. Do it
yourself. Quick, easy & in
stock. Reecho* Salvage, Y,
mile from Hazel on 641.
498-8964.
PLASTIC tank, 1050 gal
used for water. $100 firm
436-2763
RIDING mowers, push
mowers, tillers 753-8292
SEE us for your barn or roof
metal Cut to length
Cover's 36 inches, many
colors Economy Metal &
Supply Co 489-2722

EXECUTIVES WANTEDI
For leading national franchise Counseling Sanaa businesses High earning poSTRAW for sale $1 75 per
tential Variety of backbale Ph 489-2436 if no
grounds Training &
answer leave message
Investment
re
support
gored General Business
Services Charlie Baker TRIP for two Bahama's
800 583 6181
Must sell Call 436-2296

A-FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667
220
Musical
BACH trumpet, used 1
semester, $300. 759-1021

A
BEAUTIFUL
CANDLELIGHT Old
fashioned wedding. Smoky
Mountains near Gadinburg.
overlooking river, horsedrawn carriage, cabins, }acuzzi, ordained ministers
No test or waiting HEART
LAND 800-448 8697
(VOWS)
A BEAUTIFUL CHRISTIAN
MARRIAGE- Gadinburg's
Original Wedding Chapels
(Since 1980) Photography, music, flowers, limos,
jacuzzi suites, fireplaces
Weddings for any budget
Rev.
Ed
Taylor
800-346-2779.
AFFORDABLE AND
BEAUTIFUL WEDDINGS1Smoky Mountain Wedding
Chapels Rustic log, elegant contemporary Formal
wear, honeymoon rentals
Photos, video, music etc
information
Free
800-262-5683
ATTENTION- Get married
in the Smoky Mountains.
Weddings start at $9900
We offer everything from
the tux to the limo
800-619-3397
a-PANAMA CITY BEACH,
FLORIDA- continental condominium. Beachfront with
kitchens and balconies
overlooking sugar white
sand 800-222-2728 (ask
for operator 107)
a -ROMANTIC
GATLINBURG- Full service weddins and renewals.
Flowers, professional
photography, video, limousine, lodging. No blood test
or waiting. Ordained ministers. Call Evergreen WedChapel
ding
800-464-3401.
CULTURED marble sink
tops, many sizes, priced to
sale Fiberglass panel,
$3 /sheet & up Paschall
Salvage, 'A mile from
Hazel on 641. 498-8964.
FAIRY-TALE WEDDINGSIn Gatlinburg's most luxurious chapel. Complete
packages, fantastic summer prioes. All wedding services, romantic honeymoon suites, and recepavailable.
tions
800-242-7115. Gattinburg,
Tenn.
FREE! WEDDING
PACKET!- Call Chapel in
The Valley, Gatlinburg,
Tenn,for free information to
make your Smoky Mountain wedding simple, easy
affordable.
and
800-922-4573.
GET MARRIED IN THE
ROMANTIC SMOKY
MOUNTAINS- Beautiful
ceremonies, experienced
staff to take care of all your
wedding needs. Honeymoon suites, heart shaped
jacuzzis. 800-408-8577.
270

Mobile
Homes For Sale
12x65 WITH or without lot
753-6012
1978, 12x65 HUTCHENS
2br, 1 bath, good mobile
home setup on nice corner
lot in Rivera Cts Call days
753-1226
1994 ATLANTIC, 16x80
shingles, vinyl All appliances, 2 decks on beautiful rental lot 759-9600
COMPLETELY remodeled
14x65, 2br, 2 full baths, set
up on rented lot, $8750
753-6012,
MOBILE HOME LOANS5% down, refinancing,
equity loan. Free sellers
package, land or home
loans. Green Tree Financial, 800-895-1900. Nation's leading mobile home
lender.
REDUCED Must sell. 1986
Atlantic, central h/a, large
closets, storage building,
washer, dryer, stove & re
frig included, $6995
502-826-0982

BALDWIN Electronic
Grand Piano, MIDI capable. Full size keyboard.
Never needs tuning, excellent condition, $1000. PACKAGE deal. Older one
bedroom 12x56 part re753-5778.
modeled, utility room with
SELMER Bundy II, Alto washer/dryer hookup and
Sax, used only lyr. Excel- freezer space. New CPVC
lent condition 753-6176
waterlines, 220 window air,
underpenning,
deck, 50ft.
TROMBONE, Yamaha trigseptic line, 20ft. 6x6 utility
ger with red bell, and case.
Excellent condition, $900. pole and ground rod, builtin microwave, stove, ref.,
753-0023.
extra closet space. Needs a
YAMAHA alto sax, excel- little but you get a lot. $3500
Call firm 753-0602.
lent condition
753-9339
2*0
240
Miscellaneous

Neon Beach
Mini Storage
Spaces Available

753-3853
TOBACCO barn 32x52 at
88FTx5Ott Metal building Coldwater 502 489 2116
Insulated, gas heat Can be leave message
used for 1 or 2 shops or
170
stores Located 406 SunUmelock
bury Circle See Carlos
& Supplies
Black at Blacks Decorating
Center or call, 753-0839 or 11YR old Quarter horse
436-2935
gelding Gentle, sorrel,
DOWNTOWN upstairs of- $1,000 492-8671
fice space on Court 4YR Old spotted saddle
Square Rent $95 Includes gelding horse Very gentle
utilities 753-1266.
great kid horse for show &
NORTHWOOD Storage trail 14.1 Hands He's
presently has units avail- Greati$1200 Ph 436-5867
able
753-2905 or leave message
753-7536
93 BIG Valley Horse
Trailer, 20 ft win/rig quarters 7ft wide & 6'6" tall
492 8576 or 437-4436

University
HeIghte
Apartments Is now ea
cepting applications
for 1 & 2 bedroom
rental assisted apartments opening soon.
These are for families
disabled,
hand'capped, senior citizens, wheelchair accessible. For more Information call
502-726-1459
Mon.-Wed.-Fri.
8:30 a.m.-1:30 p.m.
For hearing impaked
only call
1400-247-2510.
Equal Housing Opportunity
1,2,3BD apts. Furnished,
very nice near MSU. No
pets .
753- 1 252
days,753-0606 after 5pm.
1614 OLIVE. Room for
rent. Utilities furnished.
Coleman RE, 753-9898.
1BR furnished, utilities &
cable included. Pasture &
barn space available,
$350/mo 435-4236.
1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray. 753-4109.
2BR duplex w/central h/a,
washer dryer hookup No
753-9741 or
pets
436-5960
EFFICIENCY near MSU,
$200/mo, includes utilities,
no pets: 753-4181,
489-2181
HILLDALE Apts now taking
applications for 1,2, & 3br
apts. Handicap accessible.
Apply at Hilldale Apts office
Monday-Friday, 7:30-3:30.
Equal Housing Opportunity . 437-4113. TDD
1-800-545-1833 X287.
KENTUCKY Lake, Lakeland Westly Village, lbr
apartment, utilities included, rent based on income 62 & older, or handicap & disabled Equal
Housing Opportunity
502-354-8888
MUR-CAL Apartments now
accepting applications for
1. 2 and 3br apartments.
Phone 759-4984. Equal
Housing Opportunity
MURRAY Manor Apartments now accepting applications for 1-2br apartments. Apply in person
1 :3-Opm-4pm, Mon -Fri,
1409 Duigiud Dr.
NOW taking applications
for Section Slow rent housing. Apply in person at
Southside Manor, 906
Broad St Extended, between 8am-12noon. No
phone calls please. Equal
Housing Opportunity.
VERY nice 2br, 1 bath duplex, appliances furnished,
w/d hookup, central gas
h/a, $475/mo, lyr lease,
lmo deposit. No pets
753-2905, 753-7536

CATTLE for sale 2 Heifer
calves, 3 cows & 1 bull Call
after 5pm, 489 2028
380
Pets
& Supplies
AKC Reg, Choc Lab pups
End of season '4 price
sale! Great bloodlines,
$100 753-5034
DOG obedience classes or
private Serving Murray 14
years 436-2858
i110
Public
Sale

Yard Sale
Fri. & Sat.
Aug. 23 & 24
7 a.m.-?
About8 miles out on
94 East to Old Shiloh Rd, 1 mile on
right
First time ever too
much to tell.

Yard Sale
Fri. & Sat.
Aug. 23 & 24
7 a.m.-?
About8 miles out on
94 East to Old Shiloh Rd, 1 mile on
right.
First time ever too
much to tell.

2-Family
Yard Sale
Keith's Lawn &
Tractor 94 E
23rd & 24th
7:30 a.m.•5 p.m.
ball cards,
clothes, fumiture,
misc. items

2 Party
Garage Sale
1311 Vine St.

Fri., Aug. 23
Sat, Aug. 24
7:30 a.m.-?
Household items, women's clothes, furniture, antiques and
much more.

Three Party
Yard Sale

VERY nice 2br, appliances,
washer, dryer. No pets
759-9439 after 5pm.

4 miles north on Airport Road off 121.
Fri. & Sat
Aug. 23 & 24
7 a.m. to ?

1 OR 2br A-Frame in Almo,
w/d hookup, stove & refrig
furnished. Large backyard,
$3013/mo. 753-8154.

Antiques

2BR near hospital,
$350/mo plus deposit. No
pets. 753-1770.

38R, 14 bath, large living
room, family room, large
or electric,- --kitchen/ dining aces,centrat
2 OR -38R, gas
air, gas heat Carport, locentral h/a. Edge of aty
cated on beautiful shady
limits. 753-5209.
lot, 5 miles from Murray,
Locust Grove community.
265
Lease $425/mo Call
Mobile
334-576-6582 or send apHome Lots For Rent
plication to Rt 4, Box 245 A,
Murray, KY 42071
NEAR Hazel Includes

Mobk
Home Fe Red .

PANAMA CITH BEACH,
Sandpiper-Beacon Beach
Resort- $39 (1-4 persons),
restaurant, 3 pools, 1 indoor pool, hot tub, suites up
to 10 people, kitchens with
microwaves, tiki bar, jet
skis', parasailing.
800-488-8828
trash, water, lawn
ROMANTIC WEDDINGS $100/mo 492-8488
IN GATLINBURG AREASimple yet elegant Christian weddings start at $129
Flowers, photographs,
lodging available
888-428-9996 toll tree
OFFICE space for lease
Walnut Plaza 104 N 5th St
753-8302 or 753-9621

CREEKVIEW Self-storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney's
$20- 0/mo 759-4081

38R partly furnished, 404
N. Cherry, $375/mo.
753-1820 or 753-6356.
38R, 24 baths wfmcuzzi,
brick, 2200sq ft of Irving
space, plus large 2 car
garage In new exclusive
single family subdivision.
753-5344

1007 Poplar St.,
1 block east of
Domino's
Sat. & Sun.
8-6
furn., quilts, prim,
linens,
granite,
lamps, wicker, lots
more

YariMoving Sale
94E to Chapel Rd.,
turn right, .9 of a

mile on the right
Sat, Aug. 24th
6 Lm-noon
All must go, antsque glassware and dresser, clothes,
books, laptop computer
wit pnnter, housewares,
computer dock, lots of kids
clothes
Ran or Slane

Gara

Yard Sale

517 S
on S
Fri,

Old Park
Fri., Aug. 23
7 a.m.-2:30 p.m.

6

Antiques
silverwar
baskets,
exercise
signed
toys,
lamps, I

Boys and girls clothes,
WO 0-8T, adult clothes, 2
play pens (one that bids
for travel), baby swing,
baby bath, car seat, size
12 mo beauty pageant
dress, size Ste lackss
bndasmaid dress, knock
knacks and more. Everything must go.

Yard Sale
121 South
Lynnwood Estates
Fri., Aug. 23
8 a.m.-5 p.m.

8 Civil

End tables, curtains,
drapes,
bedspread,
lamps, girls clothes &
shoes, size 4, and many
more items

1895),
Naomi
equiP11
condit
grill,li
Spuds
iron pi
severe
that os
nice 5
Whirl]
bed fr
dream
editios
eater,
Serves
coffee
Rocky
and Is

Yard Sale
94E, 10 miles, turn

right on 1346. 3rd
place on left.
Fri. & Sat
8 a.m.-?
Microwave typewriter, new
toddler clothes, new tshins, lots of women
clothes, 61286 9 to 16, drop
leaf table, household items,
lots of misc twigs

2-Party
Yard Sale
Walnut St In Dexter-Go 641N to 1346.
Turn right go to Walnut St Turn rightfollow signs.
Thurs. & Fri.
Early

4-Party
Yard Sale
Hwy.641 S.So Midway,
turn right onto Hwy.
1828, go 1/2 mile on
left
Friday 23

4'

IIE
14

7:30 Lm. - 4 p.m.
Saturday
7:30 a.m. - 12 p.m.

28

IIE
30,
IIE
63

carls *Ma cicem d Uxss lids
wornamt boys) balkala halhda
i se
mac

IIE
121

Yard Sale
Fri. & Sat
8 a.m-12 Noon
1203 Melrose Dr.
Twin bed wimattress
and box springs, antique chirierobe, boy's
clothes sizes 4-6,
girl's clothes size 0-3,
golf glut* mitIC,
items,
household
toys.

251

221

2

Family
Yard Sale
At Lynn Grove,
turn left at
store .4 of a
mile on right

Fri. & Sat.
7:00 - ?

09-

!Au
Till
AUI

Yard
Sale
901 Doran Rd.
Thursday
4 p.m.-8 p.m.
--Friday
4 p.m.-8 p.m.
Saturday
7 a.m.-Noon

Yard Sale

Yard Sale

402 Northwood

Fri. 7:30-1:00

(Second road on
right past Kroger's
going north on 641)
Friday 8 a.m.-2 p.m.

Sat 7:30-1:00
Rain or Shine
Hwy. 783 turn left,
3rd drive On right

Woman's clothing, accessories, books, CDs/
tapes, decorative items,
toys. knick knacks, Avon
bottles, many misc.

Queen

items. Great buys!

94E to 21
1536-5'1
or 121
Corner,
Fri.,
7:3
Sat.,
7:30 i
Mowers,
fishing s
toys, we
misc

size waterbed,
weedeater, bike, hunter
green wicker fun., lamps,
wives, wweiry, greenery,
Mowers, baskets, plant
stands & more.

0

BE

.110

410

Public
Sale

Yard Sale
ME to 280- 1/2 mile to
536- 5'it miles to sale
or 121 So. to Cherry
Corner, follow signs.
Frt., Aug. 23
7:30 a.m.-?
Sat, Aug. 24
7:30 e.m.-4 p.m.
Mowers, wash kettle,
fishing stuff, furniture,
toys, weedeater, lots of
misc

430

110

Yard
Sale

Yard
Sale

1800 College Farm
Rd.
Thurs. & Fri.
8:30 a.m.-2:30 p.m.
clothes,
Bicycles,
housewares, knick
knacks

801 N. 18th St.
Fri. & Sat.
6 a.m. to 6 p.m.

CLASSIFIED

Lots
For Sale

buys It 502 436 5719 it no RARE Waterfront lot with
answer leave message No good summer pool near
irvan Cobb Large trees
Realtors please
NICE back home on 55

wooded acres 'n mile from

Public Auction
Fri., August 2.3, 1996 at 1 p.m. From Murray,KY
take 94 West to Hwy. 783 South. Follow approx.2
miles to auction.

antiques, dishes,
clothes & more

440

Real
Estate

Reel
Estee.

Public
Saw

11
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes all once ranges It
Community water avail
you are thinking of seeing
abet MIS/3000557 Cat contact one of our courts
Kopp•rud Realty. ous and professional
753 1222
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St

TVA boat ramp access
area Large insulated 8
wired 36x60 metal building
.1.10
for boats, cars trucks.
Late
workshop Many other up
For UN
dates Several building lots
Fenced garden and nice 2 ACRE wooded lot 15
orchard Call Mur Cal Re minutes from Murray and
ally, 753-4444
Mayhekl 658 3693

Mr. William James is selling out and moving to Florida.

Garage Sale
517 Shady Lane
On Storey Ave.
Fri. & Sat
6 a.m.-?
Antiques 1847 Rogers
silverware glassware
baskets, ironing board,
OXISCISe bike bicycles.
signed & dated prints,
housewares,
toys
lamps, misc

Yard
Sale
Lynn Grove, 8
miles out on 94
West.
Sat. & Sun.
All Day
Big moving sale,
all must sell. Lots
of everything

nice 3 piece bedroom suite - other nice odd bed - Credenza & mirror - nice round maple
table w/6 chairs 'nice maple lamp tables - coffee table with inlaid marble - vanity lamps table & floor lamps - 2 couches odd chairs - nice wood rocking chair 'recliner - 2
portable color T.V. with remote -2 nice clean loveseats - nice breakfast set - elect. fans'
quilts & blankets' bedspreads - linens -luggage 'old kerosene lamp' kitchen stool -souse
old glass & chum - pots & pans - small kitchen appliances - old pie pans - veg. bowls casuron pieces - metal cabinet - ice cream freezer lou of good clean fruit jars - yard
seeder - air tank - Bar-B-Q grill • 2 wheel hand trucks - step ladder- wood ext. ladder bench grinder - table saw - 2 circle saws drill motor - jig saw - socket set - carpenter tools
- pruners • ext. cords - small scales - plumbers snake -2 wheel harrows,une with flat tire push mower - 5 h.p. garden tiller' 11 h.p. Murray nding mower -gas blower - gas line
trimmer hedge trimmer - picnic table - ore pump.good bicycle - some good hand & yard
tools - other items not listed.
Auction held rain or shine. Not responsible for accidents. Refreshments available.

FOR Sale 6+ Acres of
clime building land Some
woods, corner lot, road
frontage from two sides
North of Murray on Wratber
Road, $25,500 Call
901-644 7587
HALEY Appraisals Bob
Haley, state certified
759 4218

For more information and your auction
needs phone 435-4144.

Liquidation Auction

Dan Miller - Auctioneer

Saturday, August 24th • 10:00 a.m.
509 South 12th Street
Murray, Kentucky

REAL ESTATE AUCTION

8 Civil War prints from Corcoran Gallery by John A. Elder (18331895), four 5' showcases, over 700 CDs, several hundred pieces of
Nascar collectibles, Nintendo and Cenesis games, audio and video
equipment,Sharp cash register, wall and mantle clocks,5 window air
conditioners, power painting system, new food steamer, new electric
grill,lighted display shelf,Litton microwave,30 neon signs including
Spuds McKenzie,Coke and others,oak wing back dressing table, new
iron patio sets w/umbrellas, maple dining room sets, buffet, desks,
several new and used mattress sets (all sizes), chests, unique buffet
that opens to a 12 dining table, nice waterfall bedroom suites, extra
nice 5 pc. king bedroom set, commercial snack machine, nice
Whirlpool 19.6' upright freezer,older rocker,lots of table lamps, new
bed frames and rails, track lighting with frames, oak bow front
dresser, 2 park benches, new Bissel carpet shampooer, limited
edition Batman lithograph (signed), new 22" push mower, weed
eater, thousands of pieces of costume jewelry, small air compressor,
Servend Ice-O-Matic commercial drink dispenser with cup holders,
coffee and end tables, 30" electric range, small dorm refrigerator,
Rockwell table saw,brass items,living room furniture,old post cards,
and lots, lots more.

Friday, August 23, 1996 at 6 p.m.
Scotts Grove Baptist Church parsonage. From Murray, Ky.
take Hwy.641 North to Poor Farm Road,turn right on Fisher
Price Rd., first house on right. Watch for auction signs.
•

111111111111/

This 3 bedroom brick, 2 full baths, large living room, large eat-in
kitchen, large den, large dining room, enclosed attached garage,
utility room, nice patio with top, natural gas, city water, central heat
and air, setting on 1.17 acre lot.
Terms: 10% down day of auction. Balance in 30 days and passing of
deed.
This auction held jointly with Paschall Real Estate.

Grady Neblett Auctioneer
Auction IA110567
All announcements the day of sale take precedence over written
material.

ESTATE AUCTION
Saturday, Aug.24, 1996 at 10 a.m. at the home of the late Mrs.
Hazel McCuiston at 1608 Hermitage Drive, Murray,Ky.just off
So. 16th St. Watch for auction signs.
Very large lot of old books, religious, school, song & coin books - several
hundred shaker sets - several hundred Avon bottle. including Christmas
plates. Avon steines - nice Avon chess game from National Association of Avon
Club. Avon books - Avon collectors newsletter - large collection or old & new
postage stamps not postmarked • old postage stamps & new stamps with
postmark.(9)two dollar bills with postage stamp 1776-1976 - old cookbooks.
(20)Indian head pennies - old Russell Barlow knife - good clean old quilts &
quilt tops - bedspreads - wood & metal bookcases - old trunk.- wall covered
with state flags.(2)6 drawer chests - bookends • straight chairs -old camera other nice camera's - candlestick holders - needlework • sonic nice old pictures
& frames - what not & what not items - old paper weights -old vanity lamps large collection of bulk matches, sortie in box, some in an album - old radios.
old table lamps-old tables -old magazine rack - old perfume bottle. nice small
bathroom vanity & stool - old costumejewelry - small cedar box -old Candidate
cards & buttons - good old ink blotters - figurines - cups & saucers - mustache
cup - small footed lamp - old 78 records - old Aladdin lamp • hand etch stem
pieces, silver over copper, silver plate - creamer & sugar - silver weighted
shaker set -(4)President Club cups from the 1970's - set of Lenox Belvedere
china - porcelain teapot - chateau rose flatware with sterling handles • state
plates - carnival glass - green depression pieces - nice wall mirror - old flat
irons - caat iron item,- sewing books - boxes ofquotations from famous people wheat pennies - cameo ring - Deltah pearls in box - gold wedding band - 1923
Murray College ring.old ladies ring with ruby - stone mixing bowls - set of old
Nilock mantel vases - red vases - ref. bowls - green fire king - old veg. bowls •
nice 3 piece bedroom suite with high post - other nice 3 piece bedroom suite.
nice cedar chest. knee hole desk - nice large wood office desk - file cabinet,old
world globe -2 nice clean couches.odd chairs -(2)like new matching recliners.
2 good color t.v.'s with remote - fine curio cabinet, nice credenza & mirror.
coffee & end tables - act of flower love seats - small bookcase - platform rocker
& stool - floor lamp - nice dining table wie chairs - china cabinet & buffet -small
breakfast set - microwave - small kitchen appliances - nice S/S ref. freezer •
upright freezer - washer & dryer - metal cabinet 'electric sewing machine metal shelving good folding table - card tables. electric fans. vacuum cleaner
- puzzles & games - clean material - garden tiller. push mower- ext. ladder •
croquet set - good old bicycles - hand & yard tools - nice 1984 Escort L station
wagon bought new at Parker Ford with 18,xioc actual miles, automatic air, p/s
& brakes, nice. Many other items not listed. Auction held rain or shine. Not
responsible for accidents. Lunch available.
This will be an all day auction - very large estate. For more information and
your auction needs phone 435.4144.

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane
Auctioneers
Licensed & Bonded In Ky. & Tenn. Firm 2.133 #1281

Terry Paschall, Broker - 435-4011
Dan Miller, Auctioneer - 435-4144

Terry Paschall - Ky. Auctioneer
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TRACT # 1
3.208 ACRES
TRACT # 2
3.268 ACRES
TRACT # 3
4.595 ACRES
TRACT # 4
14.425 ACRES
TRACT # 5
28.869 ACRES
TRACT # 6
30.491 ACRES
TRACT # 7
63.890 ACRES
TRACT # 8
121.834 ACRES
TRACT # 9
206.881 ACRES
TRACT # 10
TRACT *5 11
r:1' r

WOW!

Vri

r

1000
ACRES

AUCTION
SITE

NO MINIMUMS! NO RESERVATIONS!

THURS AUG 29TH AT 6:00 P.M.
THE OVERBY ,LANDS
SOUTHEAST OF BENTON, KY
ACCESSIBLE ROADS FROM 3 DIRECTIONS
From The Courthouse In Benton, Go South 2 Blocks On US 641 To Hwy
1455, Proceed Southeast 5 Miles. THE PROPERTY LOCATION. From Benton Take Hwy 408 East 3 Miles To Hwy 1897, Proceed South 4.5 Miles. From
Hardin, Take Hwy BO East 1.5 Miles To Hwy 962, Proceed North 3 Miles To
Hwy 1897 "The Olive Community", Proceed Northwest 1 Mile.

PRODUCTIVE
MARSHALL CO. FARMLAND
Tracts 1,2,3 Are. Great Building Sites
Along Hwy 1897 Near Olive...Tract 4 IS
Near Olive On Dogtown Rd, With Large
Sq Post Building And Shade Trees. Tracts
12, 13 Are Hunting And Recreational Area
Along The Clarks River. Balance Of
Tracts Are Productive Bottom Land.

TRACT # 12
23 ACRES&
TRACT # 13
15 ACRES.*

PURCHASE TERMS:
The Successful Purchaser(s) Will Be Required To Make An
Earnest Money Deposit Of 10% Of The
Purchase Price In
Funds
Guaranteed
And Sign A Real Estate Purchase Contract
The Day Of The Auction With Full Balance
Being Due In 30 Days!

HE
'AUCTION IS
THURSDAY
AUG 29Th

BEING OFFERED IN 13 TRACTS
INDIVIDUALLY AND IN COMBINATIONS.

62

TP•

A

ESTIMATED PAYMENT RANGE FSA FARM #2234
1996 $10,496 - $12,249
1997 $19,074 -$22,815
1998 $15,098 - $18,057
1999 $14,676 - $17,645
2000 $13,412 - $16,381
2001 $10,894 - $13,031
2002 $10,483 - $12,609

AT
6:00
P.M.
BE THERE!

JAMES R. CASH
7/. AUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE BROKER

502-623-8466 - FANCY FARM, KY

LAND - A WISE INVESTMENT.
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490

520

Used
Cars
CLOSE to Lake 12x60
2br 1h bath Mobile home
on 4 large wooded lots
Approx 1'h acres, wiCHA
All ubleties 12x22 room ad
itition under construction,
storage building 4 liAle to
boat ramp in Keniana Lake
'shore Heights 1st $13500

3 HUGE corner lots in Pre
ston Heights, 500 feet from
city limits All underground
city utilities 753-2339
MURRAY Estates Starting
at $18,000. Great location
for now I the future
5 0 2 - 4 35 - 4 4 8 7
904673-0040
ASO
Farms
For Sale
75 ACRES, 11 acres timber, 2 story, 2br, 1 bath
house, propane gas heat,
Ireplace , fenced pasture,
ock barn, outbuildings,
twit trees Also has mobile
Ilome site with eiec hookup
septic tank Located 44
miles east of Hazel Call
492 8586

ilIBR 2 bath beautiful older
brick home with garage 8
fireplace. $90's Coleman
RE 753-9898
4BR, 2 bath bock utility
room central MI, with appliances 1850sq ft living
space, 2 car garage with
paved driveway Bedrooms
Large with walk in closets &
large Irving room Fenced
patio, nicely landscaped,
Large lot Kept very nice
753 0509 after 530
NEW 2 story, 4a, 24
baths Open foyer, columns, tile floors, etc, etc
City subdivision Ready to
sell 759-2571. 435-4013,
435-4040
NEW 3br, 3 bath on corner
of Nancy Or & Brookhaven,
Woodgate Sub Asking
$150,000 753-2334 ask for
Calvin
NORTHSIDE, 4tx, 2 bath,
country style home, cedar
siding Central heat & air,
fireplace insert Minutes
from town & schools. Large
shop with compressor,
Large 2 story storage building, $165,000. 753-9538.
PRICE reduced on new 3br
house on corner of Rugby
and Oakhill Dr in Campbell
Estates Excellent floor
plan, plus has an extra
multi-purpose room Call
753-3903

38R, 2 bath house, 18
acres, 4 outbuildings, high
tonsil fence. Quiet neighborhood, plenty of trees,
$134,500 An additional 33 VERY nice well kept semi
acres available with to- A-frame house. 3BR, 2
bacco barn, $64,500. Ph bath, large family room,
sunroom, large deck, car489-2446.
Pon. storage building on
ACREAGE for sale. 1-A to approx 1 acre with old barn.
275-A. Owner financing. 753-6910 days, 437-4079
r-02 759-4713. gam-5pm
after 6pm.
.170

lAoloreyokie
1300S0 ft house, 24x30
shop on 2 7 acres, adjoining 4 lane on Van Cleave
Rd, $45,000. 753-4525.

• • ••-i

1974 WHITE fl 1200 cc,
shovel head,take over payments 489-2993 after 5
pm.

1984 OLDS Delta 88 Roy
ale Brougham Lass than
85xxx miles, regular maintenance, $2800 749-1851

1972, 28FT Carver, new
engine, new outdrive Many
extras, must sell, $8,000
1995 GTS SeaDoo with
trailer.
Must sell. $5950
1087, 98 OLDS Regency.
82xxx miles, $5,000 618-544-9277.
753-9823 after 5pm
1985 20FT Celebrity Stu
1987 AUDI, 1988 Cadillac boat, 350, V8, Mercruiser
Devine Best reasonable of- in board, low hours Excel
lent condition $6900
fer Call after 4 p m
753 1222 days 753 6620
7 5 3
5 7 3 1
evenings
1992 HONDA Accord LX,
1987 RIVIERA Cruiser,
4dr, auto, 48xxx miles
24x8 pontoon, 100hp com759-9841
mercial Evinrude, motor &
1994 WkIDA 626, loaded floor reconditioned New
753-1078
carpet, $4500 obo
753-5936 or 762-3105
1995 DODGE Intrepid, extended warrenty, maroon, 1989 STRATOS Boat
low miles, $15.900 436-5701
759-4036
1995 DAYTONA Tiger1995 MERCURY Cougar shark witrailer & matching
XLS, 25,xxx miles, V-8, life jacket & cover. Very low
rnoonroof, excellent condi- hours, mint condition Call
tion 753 4549, leave 753-7842 after 5 p.m.
message
MERCURY outboard mo'78 CUTLASS,lots 8 lots of tor, 40hp w/controls $750
new parts, nothing else 767-0432.
could go wrong, $700 obo
530
759-9599 early or late or
Services
mess
759-4109,
Offered
759-5242
Al Al A TREE SERVICE,
84 HONDA Civic, high
miles, needs some work, stump removal, tree spraying, hedge trimming, landvery reliable, $1,000 obo.
759-4512 Ask for Andy or scaping, mulch hauling 8
mulch spreading, gutter
leave message.
cleaning. Licensed 8 in'86 BUICK LaSabre Lim- sured, Full line of equipited New engine, new ment, Free estimates Tim
transmission, interior & ex- Lamb
438-5744,
terior. Excellent cond
1400-548-5262..
901-232-8204.
A-1 Tree professionals
'86 FORD Escort, 4cy1,4sp Stump removal, tree sprayLooks good, runs good, ing, serving Murray, Callo$800. 759-1409.
way County since 1980.
Free estimates 437-3044
'94 EAGLE Vision TSI,
or 492-8737.
black w/leather interior.
Low mileage, loaded. Ex- A & A Lawn Care, mowing,
cellent condition. Call hauling, tree trimming
753-9764 after 6pm.
Free Estimates Mark
Lamb 436-5791.
'95 CAMARO, black, V6
manual transmission, ALL around hauling, junk
32xxx miles, warranty, clean up, cleaning out
$13,200. 492-8533 after 6. sheds, gutters, tree work
Free estimates. Joe Lamb.
495
436-2867.

1321 OLIVE Blvd, 3br, 11.4 1982 YAMAHA 750 Virago.
bath Call after 5pm. Nice, original condition,
753-1890
Yams
4500 miles. $1 4-00
753-44372f3R, 1 bath on 1 lot. Lo1985 DODGE Caravan,
cated east of Murray near 1983 HONDA Interstate, 4cyl, good condition, $2500
lake House needs work. very nice, $2500 obo. obo 492-8248 after 5pm or
$17.500. 474-2003 or 623-6006.
leave msg anytime
436 5560.
1996, 350 YAMAHA War- 1993 DODGE Ram 250.
P YR old home,4 miles from rior, excellent condition
Burgandy with mauve intertown 3br, 2 full baths, 2 car 753-8625
ior Loaded, 47xxx miles,
garage Large lot and lots of
excellent condition.
1996 TIMBERWOLF
extras 753-4761
$12,100. 759-4561,
753-6319 after 5pm
7 5 9 - 1 8 7 4 .
313R, 2 bath, 'h mile from
2
HONDA
Mopeds,
one
is
a
limits,
$72.000
city
1993 FORD Aerostar Van
classic 1969 model anti- XLT, White/ blue, loaded,
753-0838.
que Call 753-5738
extended length, dual air
3BR, 2 bath -house, 18
CaM 474-2381 after 6pm.
.19n
aaes, 4 outbuildings, high
tonsil fence. Quiet neigh1995 DODGE Caravan SE,
lieed
fully loaded, inc. built-in
borhood, plenty of trees,
Care
$134,500. An additional 33
child seats. 45xxx,
acres available with to$14,900 489-2973.
—AUTO LOANS—
bacco barn, $64,500. Ph
Auto dealer will arrange
'82 CUSTOM Chevy Van,
489-2446.
financing even it you
power locks, power winbeen turned down
have
38R, 3 bath brick, 2300aq
dows, 4 captain chairs. Rebefore Loans available
16x16 deck, 5x44 back
built motor, less than 8xxx
for no credit, bad credit
porch, 16x16 block storage
miles,
$ 2 500 .
and bankruptcy buyers
budding on College Farm
502-753-1681.
Call Ron (502)753-4961
Road, $74,500. Call
'92 FORD Aerostat, excel753-8723 after 3
lent condition. Asking
$7,500 753-0717
COUNTRY farm horne on 3
Classifieds
- acres, has been remodOffice
Open
500
eled. Includes large barn,
Used
outbuilding, gas log fire7:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Trucks
place, termite contract, etc,
Monday-Friday
in the 50's. MLS*3000697.
1973 CHEV 4x4, lwb, p/s
Kopperud Realty,
1987 Dodge Ram 50, swb,
Closed Saturday
753-1222
,
pis, a/c, extra nice. Call
436-2243 after 6pm.

'

'

•

3 bedroom, 2 bath,2 car garage just off of

Coles Campground Rd.
Call 502-753-5315
From 8 a.m.-5 p.m. Ask For Tripp

'83 GMC Suburban, very
good condition. Asking
$1,900. 753-0717.
'89 S-10, red, Sap, 4cyl,
cold air, very dependable
Must sell, $2650
753-6885.

5in

•

Campers
1968 voLKSWAGON
camper, runs excellent.
489 2287

&
brkk, 2 miles 121 S., central
gas heat, ceiling fans, dishwasher, range &
ref., cable, city water, blacktop drive,
newly landscaped, mature fruit and shade
trees. $89,500. 753-8515

3 BR

•

Cash for your

motor home.
Will also
sell on
consignment.

— Need Extra —I
Cash?

Cal G.T.
Brandon Bros.

Run a Classified. --I

50245341356

GENE Steely Custom
Woodworks Walnut &
cherry lumber Planed or
rough Cut to order Hobbies welcome We buy wal
nut, cherry, etc 753-6156

Floor Sanding & Refinishing
Installation • Repair • Restoration
1103 West 6th Street
Fulton, KY 42042
Dan Grissom
(502) 472-2300

NIMIMMiii I4 i
ATTENTION
1

Cooksey's Plumbing
Licensed Master Plumber
Free Estimates
New Construction - Repair Water Heater Replacement

Phone 436-2667
I

mb Brothers

Tree Service

50.2-4.210-57.441.

Tree Trilling's
LICENSED & INSURED
Free Estimates
Tree Removal
24*Service
Operated
Owned
&
Stump Removal
Gutter Cleaning &
Cleanup
Service
Mulch Hauling
TiNi LAMB
Light Hauling, Etc
Landscaping
Full Line of
Hedge Trimming
Equipment
...)ki•dit‘ ',CIVIC "
Tree Spraying

By

• Driveways • Parking Lots
• Subdivisions

K.T. Paving
3554 Roosevelt Road
Dexter, KY 42036
Kenney Travis, Owner
Bill Travis
Phone (502) 759-1039
Phone (502) 474-2779
Cellular 559-8434

PS
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOS' WOOOWONIUNG

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by and see our showroom
40D SUNBURY

Custom
eABINETS

decks & fencing. Excellent
workmanship. Affordable
rates. 753-7860.

G & E Plumbing repairs
Free estimates 492 8680
or 759-5613

MURRAY (Berund Bunny BMW)
7E1-S040

•10•11`-----,ede„

CUSTOM BUILT wooden

FOUR Star Mobile Home.
parts 8 SerVIO6 Everlock
vinyl underpining, lifetime
warranty, tan, beige white,
grey 492-8488

R & R ELECTRIC Mobile
home hookup, new con
strucbon, rewiring trouble
shooting & repairs Free
estimates, fast service Call
Murray,
anytime
762-0001
SEAMLESS gutters Installed, residential or cam
mercral, Serval! Gutter Co
753-6433
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free as
timates Day or night
753-5484
THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors Licensed, in
sured Estimate available
759-4690
WALLPAPER Hanging.
Quality workmanship, 25
years experience, FREE
Estimates James McFarlane 759-9750
WALTER'S Contracting,
Gerald Walters, owner.
Vinyl siding painting,
decks, additions, roofing,
20yrs experience, free estimates 753-2592

&mites
Offered
WEST Ky Electrical Main
Residential, agricultural
commercial and industrial
wiring No job too small Ph
753-3422
WOOD VCR repairing
VCR's, camcorders, microwaves, Mon F ri,9- 12. 1-5
Free estimates Visa/MC
accepted 753-0530
560

Free
Came
FREE to good home Fe
male gray & black stripe
kitten Was dropped oft at
our house, we can't keep it
492-8533 after 6pm
FREE to good home Coon
Hound puppies, 8wks old
753-7106.
GREENHOUSE- Tear
down for lumber by 9/6/96
Call 489-2440 or 753-6069

Your Ad
Could
Be Here!

TVA holding lake
level above normal
TVA is holding the level of
Kentucky Lake higher than normal
as part of a cooperative experiment
to measure the impact of higher lake
levels on recreational use.
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers is conducting the same experiment on Lake Barkley.
Kentucky Lake is targeted to
remain at elevation 357 until Sept.
10, when it will gradually be lowered 1.5 feet by Oct. 5. On Nov. 15,
TVA is planning to lower it another
1.5 feet to reach the winter pool
elevation of 354 by Dec. 1.
Normally, the water level in
Kentucky Lake is drawn down
continuously after June 30.
"We are experimenting with the
schedule for drawing down lake
levels to determine how higher lake
levels impact the environment and

Di
cy

tenance and Constructioni

recreation," said Janet Herrin, TVA
vice president of water management. "We will monitor the effects
and decide if the experimental schedule should be adopted permanently."
This is the second year of the
experiment, which started in 1993
but was interrupted two years because of special operations that
forced TVA to release or retain
water. This year's test could be
interrupted by weather conditions,
as happened in the summer of 1993
during the Mississippi River flooding.
Cooperating in the test are TVA,
the Corps of Engineers, the Tennessee Wildlife Resource Agency and
the Kentucky Department of Fish
and Wildlife.
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HOROSCOPES

COUNTERTOPS, custom. •
Homes, trailers, offices
Wulff's Recovery, Murray
436-5560.

DRYWALL, finishing, repairs, additions and blow
trig ceilings 753-4761

I

Contractor or Home Builders

1

BOB'S Plumbing Service.
All work guaranteed. Free
estimates. 753-1134.

boats, brick driveways,
parking lots, all exterior
cleaning, acid cleaning
available David Borders,
Insured, Completely Mobile Phone 502-759-4734
Cellular 502-853-1108

PLUMBING repairs, fast
service. 436-5255

Custom Wood
Floors
awes

BACKHOE Service - ROY
HILL. Sii"ptic system, driveways, hauling, foundations,
etc. 759-4664.

DAVID'S Cleaning Services. *Clawing- vinyl siding, homes, mobile

LICENSED for electric and

- 27 Years of Quality Service -

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool. 30+ years experience. BOBBY
HOPPER, 436-5848.

CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work, septic systems, 354-8161 after 4pm,
Horace Sholar

LEWIS EXTERIOR
CLEANING. House, mobile homes, bock & vinyl
Buildings, RV's, sidewalks
Free estimates 753-6490

Pickup & delivery
Roofing, construction, Reliable, fast service
753-5668
Insured
Free
&
Licensed
remodeling
home repairs,
MORRIS Mobile Home
Local, licensed, 20yrs ex- Estimates 436-5950
perience. References
Movers Licensed & In
available. Openings avail- LAMB Brother Home Im- sured Phone 753-6384,
able Rogers Roofing
provements, remodeling, 767-9630
759-9600.
additions, roofing, siding, NEED a Carpenter' Call
753-2627 Will do all types
HANDYWORK/odd jobs free estimates 436-2269
wanted. No lob too small LAMB'S Painting and Con- of work. Specialize in floor•
Just give us a call
tractors. No job too large or ing, decks, porches, hand
759-1184
small
Residential- rails, garages, other odd
SandblastingSpray Paint- lobs
HENDERSON'S Stump
ing
436-5950,
Removal Service Afford1-800-636-5262
able rates Quality work
PAINTING, interior, exterFree estimates Call or
ior, winter rates, home re437-4839.
pairs Free estimates
HOMETOWN Building and LAWNS mowed, shrubs 436-5032 anytime
Remodeling We do it all. trimmed, landscape PLUMBING Repair All
Licensed, Insured to mulched All your yard types plumbing
repair
$300,000 Fred Osborne, needs in one call
Reasonable rates,
759-4671.
474-8621
502-437-4545.

APPLIANCE REPAIRS:
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers. All work
and parts warranted. Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753-2455.

BACKHOE SERVICE.
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation, repair, replacement. 759-1515.

KITCHEN CABINET REFACING Make your old
new again with Formica All
colors, free estimates
Wults Recovery Murray.
KY 436-5560

011ersd

CLASSIFIED

530

Services
Offered

SIMMS

YOUR ROOF RE- LAMB Home Exteriors. gas 753-7203
PAIRED BEFORE Vinyl siding, replacement MOODY'S mower
repair
WINTER WEATHER. windows, & gutter repair

ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking. 753-8056.

ASPHALT DRIVEWAY
SEAUNG Free estimates.
753-2279.

510

Services
Offered

GET

ALL carpentry 15yrs exp.,
foundations, slabs, sidewalks, driveways, buildings,
remodeling, repairs, AGC
certified. 489-2214.

BUSHHOGGING, driveways graded, gardens and
lawns roto-tilled New 60
1988 FORD 15h, box van, inch roto-tiller does a terrific
350 engine, great for de job Call Jonesy 437-4030
liveries or flea markets BUSHHOGGING- grader
$6500 obo 753-4663
blade/ box blade & frontend
1991 CHEVY S-10 loader work. Gravel, dirt,
BLAZER- Auto, P/S, P/B, sand, etc. Snow removal.
Air, White with red interior, 52" Tiller for gardens.
4.3 V-6. Looks arid runs Yards mowed & weeded.
super $5,000.00. Phone Free estimates. Call Gary
753-0912, Lawrence
502-875-4050. Dealer.
492-8530.
1992 MAZDA B-2600 cab
plus Emerald green, excel- CARPORTS for cars and
lent condition, 1 owner, trucks. Special sizes for
$9500. 753-9572 after motor home, boats, RVs
5pm.
and etc. Excellent protec1994 FORD F-350 Dually, tion, high quality, excellent
crew cab, manual transmis- value Roy Hill 759-4664.
sion, 7.3 diesel, 35xxx CLEANING- yards, barns,
miles. Days 474-2251, sheds, attics, garages
nights 753-7687.
Hauling. Free estimates
Luke Lamb, 436-5950.

1107 Fairlane, Circarama Subdivision — 3 BR, 2 tile
baths, living room, den, kitchen w/double oven refrigerator & cabinets, laundry with washer & dryer,
double garage with auto, door, central gas heat w/a.c.,
large lot Sale priced in the low nineties.
Call 753-1220

530

530

Boats
& Motors

a WOODWORKING
Will Build To Your Specifications!
• Kitchen Cabinets & Vanities
• Office Furniture & Entertainment Centers
• Solid Surface Counter Tops-

502-759-9672
630 N. 4th St. Neat to Lassiter Raster) • Murray
A DIVISION OF SOUTHERN WALL SYSTEMS, INC.

Painting Contractors
Quality Work at Reasonable Prices

A yx

-a

.1-=3-L1(DITH

g

Painting Contractors
1 1 --No job too lave or too small-Residential Sandblasting
Cortriercel Spray Painting
Pressure Wasting
Industrial

1;800-636-5262

Licensed it Insured
Minor Sheetrock Riper
Mildew Siding

FREE ESTIMATES

FRIDAY,AUGUST 23,1996
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
date of birth, call 1-900-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 99
cents a minute.)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
NEXT YEAR OFYOUR LIFE:
Stick to traditional methods in business. Taking unconventional shortcuts could land you in hot water.
Your instinct for self-preservation
helps you overcome obstacles. Turn
over a new career leaf as 1996 draws
to a close. Your intuition tells you
that a personal relationship has
changed greatly. Look for new allies.
An office romance is not worth the
risk. Protect your family and reputation by -exercising good judgment.
Supervise a child's school work.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
THIS DAY: dancer Gene Kelly,
actress Barbara Eden, dancer Petri.cia McBride, all-star slugger George
Kell.
ARIES (March 2I-April 19):
Playing fair helps aveftfamily rows.
Key associations are too important
to jeopardize. A longtime agreement
begins to bring in extra cash or new
business.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20):
Romance is happier than in the past.
Follow the rules of etiquette at
social gatherings. Toe the line rather
than be branded a boor. Finding new
ways to handle stress will improve
your health.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20): The
emphasis now is on creating goodwill.
Show sensitivity to others' needs.
Business travel brings both financial
gains and new friends. Become the
peacemaker in the family.
CANCER (June 21-July ,22):
Going to extremes is risky. Keep
away from people who are highly,
opinionated. Honesty is the vital
ingredient in building a lasting relationship with your mate.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Do what
it takes to excel today. An authority
figure understands your feelings better
than you do. Get rid of nervous energy
on the tennis court or softball field.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
Your intellectual gifts help you
solve a financial dilemma. Workrelated travel is a strong possibility.
Behind-the-scenes maneuvers will
pay off.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Your
ideas are worth their weight in gold;
protect them. VIPs offer financial
backing. Talking with a successful
friend proves enlightening. Be careful not to rely too heavily on someone's promises.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
Surprising developments give you a
number of new options. Distance
yourself from lazy co-workers.
Financial progress will result from
greater personal effort. Intuition
helps you turn an opportunity into a
windfall!
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21): Put first things first. Meet a business or financial deadline before
launching a new project. A sad story
has its desired effect. Dine in quiet
surroundings with your one-and-only.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
19): Unexpected news may force
you to change direction. Take some
time to evaluate a situation before
making a hard-and-fast decision.
Your personal magnetism convinces
someone prominent that you are on
the right track.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
Business matters require careful
attention. Review investment and
savings strategies. Friendship should
be a two-way street. Say you are
busy if someone continues to ask
you for favors without doing Anything in return.
PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20):
Re-evaluating a relationship will
give you a clearer picture of the
future. Know what is good for you.
If weary of a deteriorating alliance,
bail out. Start over by replacing bad
habits with good ones.

TODAY'S CHILDREN are intelligent, poised and adept at making
money. Computers will fascinate these bright youngsters; they will want to
find new ways to use the technology. A career in science or engineering
vould-hold-strong-appeal—Born-perfectionists,these Virges-must learn to be
less critical of both themselves and their loved ones. Constantly pointing out
your mate's errors will do nothing for romance! Although these independent
types are used to doing things for themselves, they secretly enjoy being
pampered.

PERFORMANCE YOU
CAN COUNT ON!
Great Tires * Great Selection * Great Price

FREE COMPUTER BALANCING l'-`(
Open Mon -Fn 7-5, Sat 7 Noon

WAREHOUSE TIRE
400

Industrial Rd. • Murray • 753-1111

WEL

LONR
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Ten years ago
Murray Police Chief Jerry Lee
Discussed the new 911 Emergency Service at a meeting of Calloway County Retired Teachers
Association held at Ellis Center.
Murray Civic Music Association will begin its 27th annual
membership drive on Aug. 24,
according to Jacquie Farrell, vice
president for funding.
Marcia Kaye Cunningham and
Brian E. Angle were married
May 24 at Brentwood Baptist
Church, Nashville, Tenn.
Births reported include a girl to
Susan and Michael Burkeen,
Aug. 19; a girl to Debbie and
Timmy Tucker and a girl to Margaret and Larry Chrisman, Aug.
20.
Twenty years ago
SouthEastern Book Company
has broken ground for its firm at
Murray-Calloway County Economic Development Corporation's Park on U.S. 641 North.
This is the first business to locate
at the park.
James A. Parker, district manager for Woodmen of the World,
who will retire Aug. 31 after over
20 years of service, was presented a watch and his wife,
Madeline, a charm by the WOW.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Gary Dotson,
Aug. 5; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Lowell Atchley, Aug. 6; a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. W.T. Patterson,
Aug. 9; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Danny Herndon, Aug. 11.
Pictured are 23 members of
Almo Hi h School Class of 1956

at their 20-year reunion held at
Seven Seas.
Thirty years ago
Congressman Frank A. Stubblefield from Murray is pictured
in the speakers' stand at the dedication of Barkley Dam on Aug.
20. U.S. Vice President Hubert
H. Humphrey lauded the late
Senator Alben Barkley at the formal dedication.
Murray Holiday Inn will be
increased to 100 units immediately, according to a release front
the Board of Murray Investors
Corp.
Mr. and Mrs. M.O. Jordan
have returned homc after a visit
with his son, Capt. James G. Jordan and family at Fort Gordon,
Augusta, Ga.
Forty years ago
Holmes Ellis of Murray has
been named a vice president of
Kentucky Better Roads Council.
Thomas Hargis has graduated
from Repport School of Auctionerring at Decatur, Ind.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Billy Joe Kingins, a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Earl T. Osborne,
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Lucian
Lofton, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Cecil E. Kriebs, a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Lawrence Rickert, and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. James
Kimbro.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Fitch and
sons, Phillip and Bobby, of Bozeman, Mont., have returned home
after spending five weeks with
relatives in Murray and Paris,

By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, August 22, the 235th day of 1996.
There are
131 days left in the year.
Today's
Highlight
in
History:
On August 22, 1485, England's King Richard III was killed
in the
Battle of Bosworth Field, ending the War of the Roses.
On this date:
In 1762, Ann Franklin became the first female editor of an
American newspaper, the Newport (R.I.) Mercury.
In 1775, England's King George III proclaimed the America
n Colonies in a state of open rebellion.
In 1787, inventor John Fitch demonstrated his steamboa
t on the
Delaware River to delegates of the Continental Congress
.
In 1846, the United States annexed New Mexico.
In 1851, the schooner America outraced the Aurora off the
English
coast to win a trophy that became known as the America'
s Cup.
In 1902, President Theodore Roosevelt became the first
U.S. chief
executive to ride in an automobile, in Hartford, Conn.
In 1911, it was announced in Paris that Leonardo da Vinci's
"Mona
Lisa" had been stolen from the Louvre Museum the night
before.
(The painting turned up two years later, in Italy.)
In 1956, President Eisenhower and Vice President Nixon
were nominated for second terms in office by the Republican national
convention in San Francisco.
In 1989, Black Panther co-founder Huey P. Newton
was shot to
death in Oakland, Calif. (Gunman Tyrone Robinson was
later sentenced to 32 years to life in prison.)
Ten years ago: Kerr-McGee Corp. agreed to pay the
estate of the
late Karen Silkwood $1.38 million, settling a 10-year-old
nuclear contamination lawsuit.
Five years ago: Soviet President Mikhail S. Gorbachev
returned to
Moscow following the collapse of the hard-liners'
coup. Later that
day, he purged his government of the men who'd tried to
oust him.
One year ago: Congressman Mel Reynolds, D-III., was
convicted in
Chicago on charges of criminal sexual assault, sexual
abuse, child
pornography and obstruction of justice for having sex
with a former
campaign worker who was underage at the time. (Reynolds
was sentenced to five years in prison.)
Today's Birthdays: Chinese leader Deng Xiaoping is
92. Author
Ray Bradbury is 76. Blues singer John Lee Hooker is
76. Heart surgeon Dr. Denton Cooley is 76. Gen. H. Norman Schwarz
kopf is 62.
ABC newsman Morton Dean is 61. Baseball Hall-ofFamer Carl Yastrzemski is 57. Actress Valerie Harper is 56.

I DON'T' HAVE TO
DO THINGS SETTER
THAN VOLJII'M
THE BOSS

DID CATH4 PUT ON ENOUGH
SUNSCREEN ? IS SHE DRINKING ENOUGH FLUIDS ? IS
SHE BURNING HER EYEBALLS
84 READING IN THE SUN ?

DID SfIE REMEMBER ID TURN
OF HER COFFEEPOT? DID
SHE SHUT ALL HER wiNOOWS?
IS SHE FALLING BEHIND AT
WORK 8Y TAKiNG THIS TRIP ?

DOES SHE TAKE HER VITAMINS?
DOES SHE FLOSS HER TEETH ?
IS SHE HAPPY? is sfIE
MEALTHV ? DID SHE LEAVE HER
PURSE LYING OUT IN THE ROOM ?

MOTHERS NEVER
SLEEP. WE JUST
woKRY LYING
DOWN WITH OUR
EVES SHUT,

South dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.
NORTH
+J9
7652
• Q107 3
K 54
WEST
EAST
41062
•AKQ8753
V3
•94
+ 1092
SOUTH
4
if A 108
• A K J 8 52
+ A Q6

On some deals,declarer is faced
with what'seems to be an utterly
impossible assignment. If he keeps
his composure, however, declarer
can salvage more than a few of these
seemingly hopeless contracts.
For example,take thiscase where
South is in five diamonds and appears to have three inescapable los•
era. With no discards available and
no long suits to establish, he can
hardly be blamed for feeling he is on
the verge of defeat.
But if declarer is from the school

Curved letter
Christian —
"Nick of
Time" star
12 Which
person?
13'—La
Douce"
14 Woodwind
15 Weirder
17 Ida. time
19 Father
20 Author John
— Passos
21 Ventilate
22 Future bks.
23 Ache
25 Mature
26 Symbol for
calcium
27 Succor
28 Mr.
Parseghian
29 Disney dog
32 — Rom
33 Artificer
35 Diphthong
36 "It — a Thief'
38 — King Cole
39 School grp,
40 Sommer ID

5tRiP5 AlE 50 UNREAL-156C—
They meu it 5E-F-ti L-Ike ALL- Fict*epET5
Howt IlKi(--ro-r1Arat` fAsrasies.

Order 'Mallard Femora' the bode Send $795•$200 s/h (check
or money coon to 'Mallard Farnore- PO

,s11.0

Box 606. Rnirton!NJ 08077

si.,
via
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Aiton.4 6 weeks to. deltvery

41 Food
additive
(abbr.)
42 A snack
(slang)
43 Beam
45 Joe Namath
was one
46 Sun. talk
47 Chemical
suffix
48 E-I linkup
49 Kind of
beard
52 Soccer great
54 A "Huxtable"
56'— — my
brother's
keeper?"
57 Test
58 Vast penod
of time
59 — Chaney

1 Female
sheep
2 Haggard
heroine
3 Mangy
4 "— Irae"
5 Label abbr.

DEAR ABBY: I used to own my
own business and usually kept
hours from 8 a.m. to 7 p.m., six days
a week. When I started to talk
about retiring, my wife said,'When
you retire, you'd better find somewhere to go because I don't want
you hanging around the house.
under my feet all day!"
I thought she was kidding. But
after I sold my business and actually retired, I found out she wasn't
kidding.
So, Dear Abby, where do you
suggest I go? I'm reasonably intelligent and in good health.
TIME ON MY HANDS
DEAR TIME: You rattled the
right cage!In light of the current
budget cutbacks in programs for
education and for the handicapped and senior citizeris, volunteers are badly needed.
Contact your area volunteer
center. You will be amazed and
delighted at the variety of activities that are available to you.
Or look in the Yellow Pages
under "Social Service and Welfare Organizations." Offer your
services. Some organization will
thank you, and you'll thank me.
(And so will ydur wife.)

because I have to see her every day,
but I would like to put an end to
this. Any suggestions?
IRRITATED AND FRUSTRATED
DEAR IRRITATED: Anything
less than a direct confrontation
would be ineffective in dealing
with one so obviously insensitive. Simply tell Ms. Eavesdropper that it's not nice to shut off
her typewriter and listen in on
other people's conversations. If
you tell her in a friendly, helpful
way, you'll probably get results.
If you keep your frustration bottled up and your irritation
builds, you'll probably get ulcers.

DEAR ABBY: Please, please put
something in your column about the
futility of sneaking around to date
married men! My beautiful 24-yearold daughter is having an affair
with a married man, and nothing I.
say can stop her. He's twice her age
and gives no hope of leaving his
wife. He works in our small town
and goes home to his wife on his
days off, but my daughter sees him
when she can.
I am afraid the whole town (including his wife) will find out about
it, and I don't want to see my
daughter dragged through a divorce
DEAR ABBY: How do I handle a court, but she won't listen to me.
habitual eavesdropper who sits at Maybe she will listen to you.
the desk next to me in an office
NO TOWN,PLEASE
where we are both employed?
Whenever she sees me talking on
DEAR NO TOWN: Love is not
the telephone, or if someone comes only blind, it's deaf as well. The
to my desk to talk to me, Ms. Eaves- best case against going with a
dropper turns off her typewriter married man is not the futility
and listens to what I'm saying.
of it — it's finally getting him.
Eavesdropping is one thing, but Then what do you have? A husshe even joins in on the conversa- band who cheats on his wife.
tion and asks questions about what- Some bargain!
ever it is we're discussing.
I don't want to start a fight
DEAR ABBY: The question has
arisen in some of our singles' coffee
"get-togethers," who should pay for
the baby sitter? I am a single guy
dating a divorcee with two children.
When I ask her out, should I pay
the sitter? Or should she?
V. IN FARMINGTON, N.M.
that does not give up easily, he will
DEAR V.: Single women (diattempt to find a way to hold his
losses to two. tricks. His approach vorced or widowed) are usually
from the outset should be to concoct living on a tight budget, especiala possible distribution of the miss- ly with small children to raise, so
ing cards that would allow five dia- I would suggest that you offer to
pay the sitter. If the woman feels
monds to be made.
that it is either unnecessary or
Given East's preemptive three
inappropriate, she will object, in
spade bid. South should feel that his which
case you can back off.
chances are considerably better than
could normally be expected. Accordingly, he wins the heart lead with
the ace and draws two rounds of
trumps,noting that East follows suit
to both of them.
Next come the A-K-Q of clubs,
DEAR DR. GOTT. I'm concerned
and when East follows suit to all about my middle-aged husband's
three clubs, declarer's chances im- health He's 5 feet 9 inches, weighs
prove materially. Now, if East has 185 pounds. is 46 and has high blood
the seven spades he would ordinarily pressure controlled with medication
hold for his jump overcall, and also He has a high-pressure job, drinks 4
has the A-K-Q among them,South is to 7 ounces of hard liquor about four
days a week, runs three miles a day
certain to make the contract.
and
carries his excess body fat as a
So,after cashing the third club,
declarer leads a low spade to tire around his waist and even on his
back Because he was born premadummy's nine. East takes the nine
ture, his mother overfed him all his
wjth the queen and,with only spades life, and he's
suffering
remaining in his hand, returns the I've spent hundred from his fat.
s of dollars on
ace — on which South discards the cadiovascular stress testing
for him
eight of hearts!
and have been told that because his
This refusal to ruff places East in heart rate is so low while he is strenua very unhappy position. He has no ously exercising, his condition is fine
choice but to lead another spade, Please tell me what he can do to
allowing South to discard his ten of improve his health.
hearts while ruffing in dummy,and
DEAR READER: You don't mention
the "impossible" contract comes whether your husband has ever made
a bona fide effort — his mother
home.
notwithstanding — to lose some of the
Bidding quiz
weight in his abdominal "tire." This
weight loss would probably improve
his health and make him feel younger
and more fit
To this end, I suggest that he moderate his alcohol consumption to no
more than two to four ounces of hard
liquor a day, cut down on calories and
eat smaller portions.
Having made this suggestion, I
I RAj@ UNIAN
emphasize that he won't lose
=UM PtW 110 should
weight until he is willing to do so.
U U PMW EMO Therefore, your constant reminder of
EIIR JAI!MN
his unhealthy habits is probably per
oL!JR UNM RlM ceived as nagging. Back off.
M
MMUMM UM
Actually, he is doing a lot to stay in
MCKIM UMM
shape and is, to a degree, a victim of
DA OCIN UMOM heredity. Were either of his parents

MNO UUM
III §0M WNWOOM
MU M MUM §AR
MAIA Ijt
DIIA

6 Klugman role
(inits )
7 Fine cloth
8 Penod
9 Bymes ID
0 Boston —
11 —and
carrots
6 Electrified
particle

stout?

You can certainly share my answer
with a him. A 10- to 15-pound weight
loss is advisable. But don't harp; he is
undoubtedly already aware of your
feelings on the matter.
The normal stress test indicates
18 Grad.-to-be
that his health is better than you give
21 "— All Odds"
him credit for. Relax, enjoy your com22 — Tse-tung
panionship, accept his lifestyle, and
23 Agreement
24 Verdi opera
encourage him to continue to see his
25 — deco
doctor for periodic examinations.
26 — Edison
DEAR DR. GOTT: My husband has
28 — gratia artis
chronic hepatitis, and we are very
29 Ship channel
careful to protect his liver. What
30 — Domino
31 Slangy
harm, if any. can be caused to his
affirmative
digestive system by eating waxed
33 Roman
apples? I discovered how much wax is
bronze
put on some apples when I washed
34 Actors org.
them in tepid. sciapy water The wax
"Star
turns white and loosens, yet I still
Spangled
have to scrub them with a brush to
Banner"
wnter
remove it all.
39 Door
DEAR READER: Many kinds of
41 Conductor
produce are treated with a thin film of
Zubin —
harmless wax to maintain freshness
42 Teachers'
and prevent spoilage. The tiny
org.
43 Hitchcock film amount of wax is not a
hazard to
44 Michael J.
health, even for a person with hepatiFox TV role
tis (long-standing inflammation of the
45 Grey ID
liver) I believe that your husband's
46 In a short
health will not be affected by eating
time
commercially processed fresh apples.
48 Not masc.
49 Earth (prefix)
In addition, you can stop scrubbing
50 Comedian
the fruit, a light rinsing should suffice.
Philips
You do not have to scrub off the wax,
51 One
for your husband or the rest of the
(German)
family
53 Armstrong ID
55 That man
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Hot August Blues set for Aug. 23-25
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Louise Weatherly and her husband, Roy, are right at home on the set for the
recent Playhouse production of "Mary, Mary." Both have been volunteers at
the Community Theatre since Its beginning and before 1977.

Weatherly set
to direct show
Louise Weatherly will direct
Playhouse in the Park's upcoming
production of "The Legend of
Sleepy Hollow," Washington Irving's classic story about Ichabod
Crane and the headless horseman,
dramatized by Kathryn Schultz
Miller.
Weatherly's credits as director
include "Steel Magnolias," "Morning's at Seven," "Romantic Comedy," ,71 Do! I Do!," and "Mary,
Mary." She has also acted in many
mainstage productions such as
"Anything Goes," "No, No
Nanette," and "The Unexpected
Guest" as well as several West
Kentucky Playwrights Festival
shows.
"The Legend of Sleepy Hollow"
is a one-act play about a bumbling
school teacher named Ichabod
Crane and his run-ins with the
lovely Katrina (who quickly be-

comes the object of his affection),
the trouble-making town bully,
Brom Bones, and the excitement
peaks with the arrival of the headless horseman!
"Sleepy Hollow" is going to be a
fun show for everyone to enjoy!"
says director Louise Weatherly. She
adds, "It's great because the characters tell the story as well as act in it!"
Performances of the play will be
Oct.4,5, 11, 12,18, 19 at 8 p.m.and
Oct. 20 at 2 p.m. For more information or to make reservations,call the
Playhouse at (502) 759-1752.
The show is sponsored by Peoples First and Peoples Bank. Playhouse programming is funded in
part by grants from the Murray
Tourism Commission and the Kentucky Arts Council — a state agency
of the Education, Arts and Humanities Cabinet, with funds from the
National Endowment for the Arts.

BOOK REVIEW
The Last Don
by Mario Piao
Twenty-seven years ago, Mano Puzo
published a popular classic. Now, after
writing bestselling novels about Las Vegas,
Sicily, and Washington. PUZ0 has at last
returned to the subject he knows best — the
inner workings of the Mafia. The Last Don
is the most ambitious novel of Puzo's
legspdary career, and product of five years
of work and•life-time of research into the
MORS of the mob, Vegas, and Hollywood.
The last don is Domenico Clencuzio, a
ferocious old man who is determined to
secure his family's future in an era of
legalized gambling, motion picture investmenu, and the threat of government informers. The Don is close to achieving his
vision when secrets boned in his family's
past threaten to undermine his plan and
spark a war between two blood cousins.

For the seventh consecutive year,
Blues greats from across the country
will help heat the hot August air
during Kenlake State Resort Park's
Hot August Blues Festival Aug.
23-25.
Headliners include Luther Allison, winner of five W.C. Handy
Blues Awards, Pinktop Perkins,
Snooky Prior, Shirley King, Primetime Blues Band and the perennial
festival favorites, Mike Griffin and
the Unknown Blues Band.
The annual festival, held each
year at Kenlake's amphitheater
overlooking the waters of Kentucky
Lake, is a charitable event for
Marshall and Calloway Counties'
Habitat for Humanity. The 1996
Hot August Blues weekend begins
Friday, Aug. 23 at 6 p.m. on the
lawn in front of the Kenlake Hotel.
John Weston, Blind Mississippi,
Morris and The Funn Brothers will
entertain guests at this free event.
Festival coordinator Gloria-Peck
Hargrove suggests that guests bring
a lawn chair or a blanket to this
evening event. Acoustical guitarist
Amanda Davis will be featured in
the dining room during a special

KEADMORE
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Welcome To A Tradition
Of Collecting Memories
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Early Bird Bingo 6:30 p.m.
Regular Bingo 7:00 p.m.

New Location - 121 North
(Next to Calloway County Fairgrounds)

* Special Games
Double Bingo Pays
60%, 75% and 90%

* $1000 Letter H
calls or less)
$500 Jackpot Every Week
(30

sr Air Conditioned - Accommodations for Smokers and Non-Smokers
Sponsored by Murray Shrine CLub

*

REIRIVENTORY
EARANCE!
Now...Before We Take Inventory... You Can
Save an additional 10% to 50% Off
ALL CLOSEOUT ITEMS AT Fleming Furniture's Everyday Low Price.
The Savings Go In Your Pocket...
Rather Than In Taxes To Uncle Sam!
PICKUP YOUR SAVING SHOPPING
LIST AT THE FRONT DOOR!
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EVERYTHING AT
FLEMING FURNITURE LOCATIONS MUST BE SOLD!
Check Oullailliee Incredible Examales Of The Savinos You Will Find:
Leather Sofa

Rocker Rec iner

Broyhill - Navy

Lane - Flame Stitch

Reclining Sofa
os

Klaussner - Multi

Whitewash Headboard
Thomasville - King

Traditional Sofa

Nim $298 Retell91149 Now $597 Retail HSI Now
Sofa & Love Seat
Home Theatre 3 pc. Sectional

Hickory Hill

Broyhill - Stripe

Raton9/050 Now $498

Retail$2330 New

Curio

Queen Sleeper

Glass Top Table

Broyhill

4 Swivel-Mt Chairs

Reclining Leather Sofa
Broyhill - Burgundy

Rota!!#1 173 Now $477

Raton $1449 Now

$888

Ashley - Oak
Retail$349

Now

$198

Ree•ilens

AntallSW

$1599

Now

$488

Broyhill - Closeout

Contemporary

Rota!!$3240 Now

Retail#1249 Now

$1499

$198
$698
$697

Queen Bedding Set All Wood Dinette

Gun Cabinet

Simmons - Closeout
Rail$1799 Now

Webb - 8 Gun

a&$331

Bedroom Group

Queen Anne Sofa

Reclining Sofa

White %licher Style

Hickory Hill

Lane

Reclining Sectional
Double - Blue

Retail$1029 Now $498

.
5 Noir
Ratan114

China Cabinet

Rocker Recliner
Lane - LeatherlVinyl

$698
$797

Ova/ 7hble & 4 Chairs

Radon OM

NOW

Now

$244
$499

Antall$749

Shaker Headboard
Queen - Black & Natural

Now

$499

Swivel Rocker

Patio Table,4 Chairs,

Best - 'While They Last"

Umbrella - Samsonite.Broyhill. Cherry
R•
"
61
1782 NI"' $880 nowt$2700 Now

notans2ss Now $128
Pecan Dining Table
Gun Cabinet

$1298

Plaid Love Seat

Raton $497

& 6 Chairs -Thomasville

Broyhill - Closeout - As Is Thomasville

RatonSW

nowt$3299

Retina$999

Now $498

Now

$1319

Now $348

Now

$188
$997

nowise's Now $499
Wicker Chest

12 Gun - Oak

RetailS339

Now $188

SUPERCENTER 3801 Hinkleville Road
Highway 60• A Half Mile East of 1-24
Paducah, KY 442-4455 • 1-800-788-6224
Open Daily 101e 7 • Sunday 1 to 5 • Friday 10 In 8

EIROYAilll CAUIRY

FACTORY 01/TIET CFA/TER

305 North Main Street Benton, KY
527-3481 • 1-800-599-6224 Op;",,d1V;s9o16" 5
Division of Kslisy-Wilogins Furniture,
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4
62411111:01
+
Chestnut Hills • Murray

To Subscribe To
The Ledger & Times
Call 753-1916
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Choose From...
*The Olympic Spirit Collection
•BarbieTM •Magical Ornaments
*Star Trek. Collection •Miniatures
•Sports Collection
•NFL Collection
•Folk Art Americana and more!

*Pi

posed of traditional blues instruments.
Tickets for the festival are on sale
now at the park. For information
about purchasing tickets or for
additional information on the festival, call Kenlake State Resort Park
at 1-800-325-0143.

Fleming Furniture Year End

1"iall$ia" illeav

LAYAWAY NOW
FOR CHRISTMAS

for a living. Kenlake's murals hang
on the side of the Kenlakc Tennis
Center adjacent to the amphitheater.
Perched above the Kenlake amphitheater is another popular bluesrelated treat, the 10'-tall, stainless
steel blues sculpture created in
1994. The striking sculpture is corn-

4
( Paducah * Flcming Fumiturc * Bcnton * Paducah * Flcming Furniturc * Bcnton

Retell$2092 Now

Brought To You Each Week By...

Blues Buffet Friday evening.
On Saturday, the festival will
begin at 2 p.m. at the Kenlake
Amphitheater and will feature Dean
Hall and The Loose Eels,The Shack
Shakers, Lou Jetton and 61 South,
Souled Out, Jimmy D. Taylor and
the Little Boys Blue, Quilt and The
Fender Benders. Admission for this
event is $7 for adults and children
12 and under are free. Tickets for
Saturday are available at the gate
only.
Luther Allison will heat the hot
August air during Sunday's performance at the amphitheater. The
show begins at noon. Ticket prices
for adults for Sunday's event are $12
in advance and $15 at the gate.
A special treat for festival-goers
will be the six blues-related murals
painted last year by "walldogs"
from all over the United States.
What's a walldog? In times past,a
walldog was an artist who drifted
from place to place painting for
lodging, food and sometimes money. They decorated barns and
fences with scenes of the day.
Today's walldogs are people who
own their own businesses and paint

BROYA/al CAlltRY

X FAcroRr Ovrefr CENTER

451 South 16th Street Paducah, KY
442-4465 • 1-800-450-6224
Design Assistance Available

Paducah * Flcming Furniture * Bcnton * Paducah * Flcming Fumiturc * Bcnton
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